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Preface to Zoryan Video Interview
This interview was held ten years after the 1977 UCLA Oral History Project. Fortunately, this interview
was recorded as a video.
Hampartzoum was recently in possession of a cigar box filled with letters, primarily written
between himself and his four brothers, back and forth from Turkey to Chicago, between 1918 and 1922.
Hampartzoum was hoping that one of the students would have been able to help him with the letters
written in Ottoman Script. Even though Hampartzoum recognized his handwriting, he had totally lost
the ability to read these letters. For some time, he was unsuccessful finding anyone who could.
Again, Hampartzoum was impressed that students were interested in his experiences. There
was a significant difference with this interview. In addition to their questions of time and place, the
interviewer’s style this time allowed Hampartzoum to relate segments of his experiences in depth
without interruptions and unrelated questions, which invariably ended with a different episode.
It is striking to hear Hampartzoum describe these selected events exactly as he did word-forword, 12 years later, from 1998-2001, while dictating his memoirs. This phenomenon can also be
detected in his sporadically written papers.
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Transcripts of Video Tapes 1 Through 2
[Begin Tape 1]
[Interviewer 1] This is the Zoryan Institute 1 Oral History Project. We'll be interviewing
Mr. Hampartzoum Chitjian at his residence in Los Angeles on February 22nd, 1988.
[Interviewer 1] Could you please give your name?
[H. Chitjian] My name is Hampartzoum Chitjian.
[Interviewer 1] Where were you born and on what date?
[H. Chitjian] Kharpert, in the village of Perri2. The village was called Perri.
[Interviewer 1] On what date were you born?
[H. Chitjian] In 1901… At the beginning of 1901... I don't know which month. I was
born twins. In those days, when people were born, they were named by the religious
holiday on which they were born. They named my brother Kaspar and they named me
Hampartzoum. Of course, our date of birth is written in the Book, but that was lost.
Now she [mother] thinks that Kaspar's name... During Easter time... Melkon, Kaspar
[Day of the Wise Man], Baghdasar... I think that we were born at the beginning... On
Hampartzman [Day of Accession]... A few months later... Nevertheless, we were born in
1901.
[Bell ring]
[Interviewer 1] Can you tell us the names of the members of your family? [Starting
with] your parents...
[H. Chitjian] Yes, we had... My grandfather's name was Toros. 3 My father's name was
Mardiros. My mother's name was Trfanda. We were six brothers and three sisters. My
eldest brother was Bedros. Then there was Mihran. Then, myself and Kaspar, born

The Zoryan Institute was created in 1982 to document, study, and disseminate histories and
material culture related to the diaspora, genocide, and contemporary studies, especially
relating to the Armenian people.
2 The Chitjian clan migrated to Ismiel in the 1700s from Dickranagerd. Hampartzoum was
actually born in Ismiel, Kharpert. It was his father who moved the family to Perri in 1903 when
Hampartzoum was two years old.
3 From the collection of letters, it was discovered that Toros’ wife, Hampartzoum’s
grandmother, was named Zaruhy.
1
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twins... After us there was our younger brother named Kerop--he was five years
younger than us. Two years later, we had another brother. His name was Nishan.
[Interviewer 1] So your grandfather was your father's father or...
[H. Chitjian] My grandfather was my father's father, yes. My grandfather lived [with
us]. He died in 1909.
[Interviewer 1] Where were your mother's parents?
H. Chitjian] My mother's parents were also there--in the same place, in Perri. 4 My
mother's parents... My mother had four brothers, who were our uncles. The son of one
of my uncles is now in Armenia [Hmayag Mouradian]. At that time, after the

Figures 1 & 2: Hmayag Mouradian in Kharpert, Turkey, circa 1920 and in Nork, Armenia, circa 1969.

massacres, he was with me in Kharpert. We got together in Kharpert...
[Interviewer 1] Do you remember your house?
Hampartzoum’s mother was born in Vasgerd. Her father was beheaded in the 1875
massacres. She was about 50-55 years old when she died in 1908, slightly older than her
father at the time of his death.
4
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[H. Chitjian] I remember our house very well [smiles]. It was a single-story house. A
large door would open into a large space, which we called tartah [a courtyard]. This is
the place where we sat for meals and to do other things. It was open air. Then would
come... You want to know about how the house was laid out, right?
[Interviewer 1] Yes, please, describe it.
[H. Chitjian] Then would come a large room, which was separate. We called it toneerdoon. That's where the bread would be baked once a month or every two or three
months. Behind that was the stable. Then another door would open into the living
room. It was a very big living room. In our place, they did not have walls to separate the
rooms from each other. There were pehtahks [boxes or containers], large pehtahks--one for
wheat, one for flour, one for the grains, one for other things... These were large pehtahks
in which they would store foods for winter. When I say pehtahk, I mean [a box] with a
four-foot by eight feet tall with a spout at the bottom. That is how each pehtahk was.
[Interviewer 1] What is the pehtahk made of?
[H. Chitjian] Pehtahks were made of wheat husk. We called it hert or hart [straw]. I think
they would mix other things into it. They would mix in cow's droppings and I don't
know [with] what to make it more
solid. There was also a type of soil
that would keep it hard. They would
mix that in.
[Interviewer 1] Where did the water
come from?
[H. Chitjian] We had a lot of water.
Our place was mountainous.

Figure 3: Pehtahk.

[Interviewer 1] Did you have a well or [indistinct] would flow?
[H. Chitjian] No we did not have a well. We had fountains and we were close to
fountains. The fountains had large, very large flows. We had quite a lot of water. Water
was very plentiful.
[Interviewer 1] So it was public [hanrayin] water...
[H. Chitjian] When you say mineral [hankayin] water...
[Interviewer 1] No, public water--I mean that everyone could use it...
3
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[H. Chitjian] What?
[Interviewer 1] Was it public?
[H. Chitjian] No it wasn't mineral. It was ordinary
water.
[Interviewer 1] What I mean is--were you the only ones
using it or did the entire village use it?
[H. Chitjian] No, the entire village... There were at least
400-500 houses. There were 15 to 20 persons living in
each house. It was not water from a single fountain.
There was water in other places also. The river was also
very close to us. You could walk to the river in two or
three minutes. From the village...
Figure 4: Gahmarr Aghpiur

[Interviewer 1] What was the river called?
[H. Chitjian] They used to call it the Perri River. Our river... We had a river... Perri had
three rivers. The village was built in a mountainous location. On our side there was the
Perri River, which was continually fed by rain water from the mountains. The snow
melt would continually... The water in the river would go down a little [in late summer]
but then it would go back up again. When the rains came and the snow melted, then the
water would increase and its level would rise. About half an hour away, there was
another river called the Paloo River, which would come and merge... That's two rivers.
Then a little further downstream, an hour away, another river... From the mountains of
Dersim... There were the Kurds of Dersim... I don't know if you have heard about the
place... This river came from the mountains of Dersim and merged with this other
river... After a distance of one day's travel, other rivers and waters would merge with it
to form the Murad River.
[Interviewer 1] What was your house built of?
[H. Chitjian] It was made of [adobe] bricks. It was made of mud bricks.
[Interviewer 1] Was the ceiling [roof] flat or was covered with tiles?
[H. Chitjian] What?
[Interviewer 1] The roof...
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[H. Chitjian] The roof was made of thin planks of wood. That was covered with leaves
from trees and then covered with clay [soil], about two to three feet deep. That was it.
The roof was plain [flat]. We would sleep on the roof in the summers. The women
would dry the raisins and the mulberries on the roof. 5 They would use the roof to make
basdegh.
[Interviewer 1] How about the ceiling? Was it dirt or stone?
[H. Chitjian] No, the ceiling...
[Interviewer 1] I mean the floor...
[H. Chitjian] The floor was dirt, but it was the kind of dirt that was like cement. In our
place, we had a type of soil that was like just like cement. When they built houses... The
soil was like stone or cement. 6
[Interviewer 1] So, how did you sleep? The beds were [indistinct]...
[Interviewer 1] Four or five beds [floor mattresses]... Myself and my brother Kerop--I'll
tell you about him later... He was five years younger than us... Myself and my brother
Kerop slept in one bed. My twin brother and my aunt--her name was Aghavni--my
twin brother and Aghavni slept together. My brother Nshan--whom they [the Turks]
threw in the river--he would sleep with my sister, my elder sister [Sultahn].
[Interviewer 1] Your parents? Did they sleep in a separate room?
[H. Chitjian] No. My parents [slept] a short distance away... Our house was quite large.
It was almost larger than this house. Compared to our current house... We have four
rooms--four bedrooms--in this house. It was larger than this house. 7 At quite a
distance... The living room was separate. We had a large hearth in the living room a
distance from that… That was one of our sleeping areas. It was not the living room. My
father and mother... We had another area that was deeper... His father’s work area was
guhdav 8... Quite a distance away... On one side... Ten to twelve feet away... That was
their bedroom. When I say bedroom, the area where they slept on the floor. At night, the
women would come and lay down the mattresses. They had a separate quilt. They had
a separate pillow. They called it yatagh in Turkish. They would lay down each bed, each
Hampartzoum’s father would also use the roof to dry tobacco that he had purchased from the
Kurds.
6 This was one of the many varieties of local soils and each had a specific use.
7 Approximately 1800 sq. ft.
8 Block printing designs on muslin.
5
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mattress separately. During the day,
we had a place where we would
stack them on the top of each[other]...
[Interviewer 1] Did the house have a
garden?
[H. Chitjian] No, our house did not
have a garden. The houses... Because
our place suffered quite a bit of
trouble from Turks and Kurds, the
houses were built adjacent to each
other.
[Interviewer 1] Adjacent to each
other...

Figure 5: Family house in Perri.

[H. Chitjian] They shared walls. There was no yard. There were houses in the back and
there were houses in front. 9 The houses in front... Along the entire street... You had to
walk 20 to 25 houses to find another street opening to the side
[Interviewer 1] Was your village an Armenian village, or were there also Turks?
[H. Chitjian] It was almost exclusively Armenian. Only about 10 percent were Turks.
[Interviewer 1] What
work did your father
do?
[H. Chitjian] Our
father... There were
guhdavs [muslin]... They
used to weave guhdav
in yergeer... They would
use that for clothing...
They came in widths of
about two feet and
lengths of 10 to 20 feet.
They [mostly Kurds

Figure 6: Family House in Perri.
9

Across the cobblestone street roads.
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and Armenians] would bring those guhdavs, and he would print flowers or other
designs on them [stamping motion with hand]. They call this type of person chitji in
Turkish. That's how our family name is Chitjian. 10
[Interviewer 1] So, did he work
in the house?
[H. Chitjian] He
[Hampartzoum’s father] worked
in the house. The place where he
worked... As I said earlier, we
had a toneer-doon, which was a
very large area... Then there were
small stables behind it...[a wall].
At quite a large distance from the
toneer, towards the back, there
were these large tables... Thick
[showing three inches by hand]
and three feet wide and seven to
eight feet long... He would bring
the guhdavs... He had molds
[stamping with fist]... They call
them molds, right?
[Interviewer 1] Yes.
[H. Chitjian] He would dip that
into the dye and he would
[stamp] it [on the cloth].
[Interviewer 1] To whom did he
Figure 7: A Chitji at work, Iran 1969.

sell the guhdavs?
[H. Chitjian] The Kurds, Turks, Armenians [would bring] the guhdavs [their muslin,
each a different size and for a different use]...
[Interviewer 1] Did he take them to another location or...
10

This skill was in the extended Chitjian family for one to two centuries.
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[H. Chitjian] The [clients] would bring them [to him]...
[Interviewer 1] Were these in the village?
[H. Chitjian] No. They would bring their own guhdav and my father would print on
them... He would write [their name] on the back... Then each one would come and pick
up their own. They would pay whatever was necessary...
[Interviewer 1] So what work did your grandfather do?
[H. Chitjian] The one that I knew--that is until I was around six or seven years old--did
not work. He was 92 years old when he died in 1909. So I must have [known him] since
I was seven or eight years old. He always gave orders: you do this, you do that, and so
forth. Everyone was at the command of my grandfather.
[Interviewer 1] What animals did you have in the stable?
[H. Chitjian] We had a cow in the stable. I remember the cow. Later it died. He ate
some type of grass, it swelled up, and it died. After that, we didn't have anything there.
We raised chickens. 11
[Interviewer 1] Did you go to school?
[H. Chitjian] I went to school from the age of
seven to the age of 14.
[Interviewer 1] Which school?
[H. Chitjian] Initially, they charged every
household, I mean students, money... They
charged my father tuition. I don't know how
much... How much everyone paid for each...
My father sent [tuition] to the school every
month. However, for the final three years,
starting in 1912, the Miatsyal Uhngerutyun
Figure 8: School desk
[United Society of Perri] of America, an
Armenian association, sent money to make us
more [educated]... Earlier, [the school] was very outdated. We had these [small] doeshaks
or minders [cushions]... The floor was too cold to sit on... We would put those under us
The chickens were kept to provide eggs for Hampartzoum’s grandfather who had lost most of
his teeth.
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and sat on them. However, later, when [the school] was taken over by Miatsyal
Uhngerutyun, they built benches for us, they attached wood panels to them... The desk
had places for pens and other things... Underneath there was a drawer [for books and
papers]... The school was controlled by the Miatsyal Uhngerutyun for three years [until
1915].
[Interviewer 1] What was the school called?
[H. Chitjian] The school of Perri [shrugging]... It didn't have a name...
[Interviewer 1] Was there only one school?
[H. Chitjian] We had only one school. We had 200 to 300 students. The school had three
stories. The middle floor was a separate girls' school, and below [the school] was the
church.
[Interviewer 1] What was the church called?
[H. Chitjian] I really don't remember [laughs].
[Interviewer 1] Was there only one church?
[H. Chitjian] We had only one [huge] church. 12 It had three altars. Everyone had their
own place [in the church]. Each person would take their own cushion with him to sit on
it. In the back, the women had their own area, over two stories. That area was built with
wooden lattice screens, so that [the inside] was not visible from outside. They would
separate the women.
[Interviewer 1] Did the women sit in the back?
[H. Chitjian] The women would sit in the back in the area made with the lattice
screens... The men would not see the women.
[Interviewer 1] Did they also sit on cushions?
[H. Chitjian] I have not been to the women's area [laughs].
[Interviewer 1] So there were no benches.
[H. Chitjian] No, there were no benches. When we entered [the church], there were
places where wooden planks were laid so that we would take off our shoes and place

12

St. Mary’s Apostolic Armenian Cathedral.
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them on the planks. Everyone had his own spot for shoes. Then they would go to the
front to pray.
[Interviewer 1] Did the church also have a dirt floor?
[H. Chitjian] Yes, the floor was also dirt. The altar was slightly higher and there were
three altars.
[Interviewer 1] Was there only one church?
[H. Chitjian] There was one church. Later, the Protestants13 built a church, two years
before the massacres. They built a large place. They called it the Assembly Hall. The
Protestants also had a school. They wanted to convert the people to Protestantism. They
would give free food, free flour, free wheat, free bread... They had free school. That is
how it was.
[Interviewer 1] Do you remember the name of the priest at the church?
[H. Chitjian] My father's name?
[Interviewer 1] The priest's name.
[H. Chitjian] The priest... Der Khoren and Der Boghos.
[Interviewer 1] Were there two?
[H. Chitjian] There were two. One of them, during the massacres, when the Turks
began to massacre the Armenians... At the beginning, they first came and shut down
the school. Our school was a Dashnag school.
[Interviewer 1] So were you at school when they came?
[H. Chitjian] We were at school when they came.
[Interviewer 1] Who came?
[H. Chitjian] Two soldiers came and said... The soldiers had given notice that they would
come, or the teachers knew that they were coming. All the books we had... Very
quickly... With various tools... They put them under the floor boards.
[Interviewer 1] Were the books in Armenian?

13

Reverend Assador Neegoghosian.
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[H. Chitjian] All books were in Armenian. The Turks used to come to our school to
learn [Armenian]. Only 10 percent of the village was Turkish. Everyone else was
Armenian.
[Interviewer 1] What did they teach? In Armenian?
[H. Chitjian] They taught only in Armenian. Later, for about a year or year and a half,
they started teaching Turkish to us. We didn't know Turkish. We didn't know Turkish
at the time of the massacres. We knew very few words.
[Interviewer 1] Math, history?
[H. Chitjian] Math, history, songs, recitation, reading, [literature]...
[Interviewer 1] What history did they teach?
[H. Chitjian] I don't think that there is a school here like the one we had there. I visited
Armenian schools [in Los Angeles] a few times. Our school was better than the ones
here.
[Interviewer 1] What history did they teach?
[H. Chitjian] The origins of Armenians, what are the Armenians like, what kings they
had, what princes they had, and so forth... And their disunity... They always taught us
about the disunity!
[Interviewer 1] And...
[H. Chitjian] And were always dispersed and massacred...
[Interviewer 1] Did they talk about political matters, such as "we should liberate our
lands" or...
[H. Chitjian] No. However, the songs that the Dashnags sing today... The songs they go and
sing... I felt that several times the other day... We knew those songs then. We knew
them better than how you sing them here.
[Interviewer 1] Do you remember the titles?
[H. Chitjian] The church...
[Interviewer 1] Which songs were these?
[H. Chitjian] All the revolutionary songs...
11
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[Interviewer 1] [Indistinct]
[H. Chitjian] "We are hungry, give us bread, so that we grow strong, so that we can conquer
the Turks..." The Turks would hear these [words]. Many Turks worked for Armenians.
They understood Armenian. They heard these songs.
[Interviewer 1] You learned these in school.
[H. Chitjian] They taught [Dashnag doctrine] in school. 14 They instilled these ideas in
us.
[Interviewer 1] Any...
[H. Chitjian] I don't think that today there are...
[Interviewer 1] Did any revolutionary people, say Dashnags, visit the school?
[H. Chitjian] The school... What?
[Interviewer 1] Did any party people or revolutionaries come to the school?
[H. Chitjian] Revolutionary people... Our teachers were already quite influential
people... We had a fedayee whose name was Avedo. He would go to fight. He was from
our village [of Ismiel]. He was from our place [in Ismiel]. I was born twins. He was my
and my brother's godfather. During the massacres, he was there. When the massacres
began, when they began to warn Armenians... The teachers began telling us that there
was a risk...
[Interviewer 1] On whose side did he fight?
[H. Chitjian] Who?
[Interviewer 1] Avedo.
[H. Chitjian] He always followed... Serop Pasha, Kevork Chavush, Antranig... He
would go everywhere...
During the massacres, I remember well, very well... When they began rounding
up Armenians... First, they came and took our teachers... We also had some lawyers...
Even the government officials were Armenian. There were only a few Turkish soldiers...
That was all. The Turks, who were 10 percent, were poor and worked for us. Anyhow...

14

Initially, Religion was the basic orientation.
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They gathered in the church... 15 The two priests... We also had a vartabed
[archimandrite]... They first took the vartabed together with the teachers and shot them...
The ones who remained behind... They said that the government wants Armenians to
hand over their weapons. They held a meeting [to decide whether to] give the
weapons... One of the priests, Der Boghos, argued that we should hand over the
weapons and that, if we don't, they'll come and plunder our homes, take the girls, shoot
them, and that they'll find them anyway, and so forth... He argued that we would end
up losing more...
[Interviewer 1] Did you have any weapons at home?
[H. Chitjian] No, we didn't. We had a knife and we handed over the knife.
The other priest argued that we should not hand over the weapons. Avedo was also
there. We boys were there so that we would provide them with service. Sometimes we
had to take water, food... They were there till morning... They had two or three meals a
day... The people sent meals and so forth... I heard them... When we took water to
someone who was thirsty... We would stand and give the water to the man... We would
hold a pitcher like this and after he was done drinking the water, we would do a bow
with a salute 16 with our hand, we would take the cup away. That is how we were
trained.
At those moments, I heard what they were saying. When I went home, my father asked
what was happening that day. I said: "So and so said this and so forth..." My father
knew that he would be taken away...
[Interviewer 1] What did Avedo say?
[H. Chitjian] He said "we should not hand over [our weapons]" [emphatically with his
hand]. The Kurds were friendly with us. The Kurds already... The Kurds also suffered
from the Turks. It would be better if we gave half of our possessions to the Kurds and they
might save us. Indeed, my uncle's family did that. They lived in an another village near
Perri... It was a village called Ismiel [Ismael]... They lived there... The Kurds were more
populous there... They gave their possessions to the Kurds and they were saved. They
joined... The Russians were already in Jabakhkjur [Bingol], near Kghee.
[Interviewer 1] So, first they came and took away the teachers and the priest.
[indistinct]
15
16

There was a meeting in the church to discuss the course that the community should take.
As a sign of respect.
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[H. Chitjian] First, they came and took the teachers away. 17 Then they [the lay leaders]
had a meeting... Two...
[Interviewer 1] Where did they take the teachers? Outside the village?
[H. Chitjian] Outside the village... They took them [indistinct]... They were no more. I
don't know where they took them.
[Interviewer 1] And you went home?
[H. Chitjian] Yes, we went home. Two or three days later, the priest who was insisting
that we don't hand over our weapons... He, Avedo, others, teachers... They too were
gone.
[Interviewer 1] Were they also arrested?
[H. Chitjian] They were also arrested or taken away. Two or three days later, the priest
who argued that we should hand over our weapons, gave a sack to the zhamgoch
[church warden]... He went house to house with a cross in his hand... At that time,
when we saw a cross or a priest, we would cross ourselves. We had so much faith in the
priests.
[Interviewer 1] So he gathered the weapons...
[H. Chitjian] He gathered the weapons. He said: "If you don't have any, give a knife..."
Anyone who handed over a weapon, those were treated worse... They were taken to jail
and beaten, on the argument that they knew who else had weapons. 18
I saw one man in the street, a few houses away from our house... Our houses
were built such that... I told you earlier that we had a lot of water from the mountains
and many fountains... They had built them such that the mountain water would pass
under the house. It would wash away the household waste into the river. We called
those aroo [small stream or channel]. The aroo would run in the middle of the street
between the two [rows] of houses. A lot of water would flow through it.
They had beaten this man so badly [indistinct] so that he would say who else had
weapons... The man was saying: "Save me. Kill me. Save me. Kill me." But he would not
die [quickly]. 19

First, Reverend Assadour Neegoghasian was killed on school grounds. He was smashed in
the head with a rock.
18 This is the same process and situation that transpired in Malatya.
19 This episode is recounted in “A Hair’s Breadth from Death” Ch. 17, pg. 91.
17
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[Interviewer 1] So did you see the beating?
[H. Chitjian] I did not see the beating. I just saw the beaten man.
[Interviewer 1] In what state was he?
[H. Chitjian] He was in such a battered state... In any event, they did not even allow
you to go near him. The soldiers would drive you away...
[Interviewer 1] So, they gathered the weapons. Then what did they do?
[H. Chitjian] The priest gathered the weapons, he put them into a gunny sack... He
converted to Islam...
[Interviewer 1] Which priest was this?
[H. Chitjian] It was Der Boghos.
[Interviewer 1] So he converted to Islam.
[H. Chitjian] He converted to Islam... Then they killed him also. They also shot him [during the
Kurdish rebellion in 1916].
[Interviewer 1] Did you see that?
[H. Chitjian] I didn't see it.
[Interviewer 1] Did they kill him in the village?
[H. Chitjian] In the village, yes. Our village... As I said, there was the river. There was a
village called Hoshay on the other side of the river. It was so close that [they say] they
would shout from this side of the river and they would answer from the other side "hos
che" [he is not here]. That's name of the village: "Hos Che." The Kurds called it "Hoshay."
However, it was an Armenian word--"Hos Che."
[Interviewer 1] Why did they call it that?
[H. Chitjian] Supposedly, someone shouted if a certain man was there, and someone
answered "hos che." So they called the village "Hos Che."
When you went there, there was a--where they make flour...
[Interviewer 1] A mill...
[H. Chitjian] They apparently shot the priest next to the mill.
15
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[Interviewer 1] So what did they do to you?
[H. Chitjian] They took us and turned us into Turks [Muslims].
[Interviewer 1] So, they came and picked people up from houses...
[H. Chitjian] When they took the priest and shot him and the other priest began
gathering the weapons, my father fled to the Kurds. Like others who were fleeing to
save themselves 20... The government did... They call it tellal [town crier]... In Armenian
they call them moonedig... This is a man who shouts announcements [in the streets]...
There was no radio, newspaper, or anything there at that time... So [the town crier]
shouted in the streets: "Whoever is not a party member, we will let them go free." The
priest also shouted this announcement.
So my mother wrote a letter, and my father came back home from the Kurd's house
[Kurdish village of Zehree].
[Interviewer 1] Was not your father a party member?
[H. Chitjian] He fled...
[Interviewer 1] Was your father a party member or was he not?
[H. Chitjian] No, he was not a party member. 21 My father... My father and I... On my
father's last day, when I worked with my father... We went to the vineyard to dig... The
grape vine--we call it teveg--the trunk of the grape vine... Sometimes it has a long
branch. There was a place that had quite a bit of dirt, but there were stones in it. My
father and I went there and worked for a long time... The whole day... We removed
those stones and we planted that branch. When you bury a vine under the soil... You
plant it with a little portion standing outside the soil... The soil covers it... Wherever the
soil covers the grape branch, it starts generating roots underneath... That vine now
grows there [points with his finger]... It starts giving grapes at the other end... We
planted that...
[Interviewer 1] So did you have a vineyard?
[H. Chitjian] We had a vineyard. Next to the river... The river is here... Next to the river,
we had ten to 15 mulberry trees. And next to the mulberry trees--we had grape vines [in
an area of] at least 100 by 300 feet. That is how it was. The mulberry was planted in the
20
21

Such as the Levon Gopoian family.
Vartouhie, his second wife, heard that anyone who was not a party member was safe.
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ground. The river would not damage the mulberry tree if it rose too much, but it would
have inundated the grape vines.
When evening came and it started getting dark, it was time to go home. [The
vineyard] was an hour's [walk] from our village. The village had 400-500 houses. Every
house had its own vineyard and baghcha [orchard]--the Armenians [had]... Two or three
acres, depending on their wealth...
After we planted the vine branch, after we had removed all the rocks with hard
labor... Half way on our way home, we saw a man coming from the village... He was
running away from the village... He said the village is crawling with soldiers and they
will catch everyone and check them...
My father told me... This man told my father not to go [home]... "They are
arresting everyone. They are not asking whether you are a member of the Dashnag party
or any other party..." Anyone who was Protestant... They would not [harm] the
Protestants...
My father told me to go home and that he would send news later. My father said
that and left. I told you a little earlier that my father went to [hide among] the Kurds [in
the Dersim]...
[Interviewer 1] These Kurds were in a nearby village or where? Where were the Kurds?
[H. Chitjian] Within an hour's distance they are all Kurds.
[Interviewer 1] In the villages or...
[H. Chitjian] In the villages [in the Dersim]... Both Armenians and Kurds...
[Interviewer 1] So he went to another village...
[H. Chitjian] Kharpert has 300 villages.
[Interviewer 1] So then you went home...
[H. Chitjian] I went home and I waited for instructions from my father. [Within two
weeks,] my father sent two mules and a Kurd with a letter saying that we should load
all the guhdavs we could find on the mules and let Hampartzoum and Kaspar... Myself
and my brother, the one who is my twin... We were 14 years old... We had another
brother who was nine [Kerop]... We had another who was six [Nishan]. My sisters were,
in any way, not in a position to go out... Anyhow, [my father had said] Hampartzoum
and Kaspar should come... The Kurd should bring the guhdav [muslin]... Then the Kurd
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would come back... Supposedly, he would give half the goods to the Kurd so that we
would be saved...
However, the orders they [the government officials] issued... That is, whoever is
not a party member and has a good profession or is an artisan... Like my father's was a
chitji... There was no one else... He was the only one... He was the only one [in Perri]
who did that work in all the villages of Kharpert... Supposedly, they would let him go
free... 22
My mother wrote a letter [to my father], and my father returned two or three
days later. The moment he knocked on the door... He had a walking stick in his hand...
He always carried that stick because when he toured the villages... There were big dogs
in yergeer. They let them loose during the day time... You could not... You had to protect
yourself with that stick... We called it degeneg [walking stick]... The moment [he
returned home]... The police came and took him. He stayed in the jail for a week...
[Interviewer 1] Did [the police] come and take him from your home?
[H. Chitjian] They took him from the door... They didn't even give him a chance to
enter the house. The police were already everywhere.
They had beaten him up in the jail. He came... They let him go...[three weeks
later]. He was covered with dried blood all over [showing with hand all over shirt].
Without sitting down, he said, you (pointing to the boys)... The Turks wanted only
boys... They did not want to keep the girls...
He took us by the hand and led us to the Turk... Without making any sounds...
"Where are you going, father?"
"You have a brother in America... 23 They'll take us there..."
[Interviewer 1] So he took only the boys...
[H. Chitjian] He took us... We were questioning him on the way. Now, here is my
brother's letter. This is his story. My brother [Kaspar] wrote this [in 1918] without
knowing that I was alive. He [father] wrote this to my brothers in America in 1914. My
father had earlier sent two of his sons [to America]. He sent one in 1909 and one in 1913.
He was worried that the Turks would take them [into the military] when they reached
15 or 17... [In 1913] the Turks had declared seferberlik [mobilization]...
[Interviewer 1] Who did you have in America?

22
23

He was the only chitji in the immediate vicinity.
“Going to America” was code for being killed.
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[H. Chitjian] Two brothers [Bedros and Mihran].
[Interviewer 1] With whom did your brothers stay?
[H. Chitjian] [My father] had sent one in 1909 and the other in 1913...
[Interviewer 1] To whose custody had he sent them?
[H. Chitjian] Huh?
[Interviewer 1] To whose custody had he sent them?
[H. Chitjian] To whose custody did they come here? They came on their own. [Pointing
at picture] This is my eldest brother.
[Interviewer 1] Did you not have any relatives here?
[H. Chitjian] No we didn't have any relatives. 24
[Interviewer 1] So they came alone?
[H. Chitjian] At that time there was nobody in America. We didn't have relatives. They
had just begun to go to America--at least in my years. Anyhow...
[Interviewer 1] [Interviewer shows picture to camera] Let us show the picture. So are
you five brothers here?
[H. Chitjian] We were
six brothers. Two
brothers were in
America. This one and
this one [points at
Bedros and Mihran].
These two were in
America. Myself, the
brother who was twins
with me [pointing at
faces in the pictures].
Figure 9: Chitjian brothers, late 1940s. (Left to right) Kerop, Kaspar, Hampartzoum, Mihran, and Bedros.

There were, in fact, two older uncles, seven generations removed. By denying that the family
had any relatives in America, Hampartzoum may be commenting that there was nobody
“trustworthy” in America, alluding to his family’s relationship to their elder uncles, particularly
their dealings with Dickran Amo.

24
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We had a nine-year old brother and a six-year old brother. My father took these four
brothers by the hand and turned us over to the Turk. Without turning back... When he
took us to the Turk, he just told us on the way that he would go to our brothers in
America [to be killed]. That's it. He did not say anything else. His eyes had no tears. His
cried within his heart. 25
[Interviewer 1] After he surrendered you four boys to the Turks, did he return?
[H. Chitjian] When we went in, the Turkish soldiers pushed us in and they took him
away. He never came back. We never saw him again.
[Interviewer 1] Did you stay in your village or did you go to another village?
[H. Chitjian] We stayed in our village. They took us to the [Protestant] Assembly Hall.
Remember I told you that the Protestants built an Assembly Hall and that it was big?
They crammed 300-400 youngsters [boys] there, in the Assembly Hall. We were 11 or 14
years old... Some were 12, some were 13, some were 15, some 16. They had brought
others from other villagers and crammed them into the Assembly Hall. For a month,
they took the older boys to the Armenian houses... They had already driven the
Armenians out of them [and pillaged whatever was left]... Which one [incident] can you
describe...
I told you that my father went back [home for the women]... He went back to the Turk
[who had come after him]... [My] three sisters, [Zaruhy, Sultahn, Yeranouhi], his two
sisters [Marinos and Aghavnie], himself, [his second wife] and the neighbors... They
went... We never saw them again.
[Interviewer 1] So you are in the custody of the Turk at this time...
[H. Chitjian] We were in their custody but we were in the Assembly Hall. [Protestant]
[Interviewer 1] The Turkish government?
[H. Chitjian] It was the government. Every so often, they would throw us some bread
so that... That's all... We used to sleep on the [bare] floor. All next to each other... Next to
each other... That's how we slept...
During the day, we [larger boys] would go to the Armenian [houses]... They had shut
down the doors and homes [with an official seal] and left, right? But their possessions
were there. Through us... My brother's letter says the same thing... He became the
25

Hampartzoum’s father never shed a tear.
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servant of a Turkish official and I became the servant of a blind man... When they took
us to the Assembly Hall... Those possessions... Our church was big... The church was
filled [with Armenian possessions]... They also filled up the school... There were two
Armenian schools... One for boys and one for girls... And a big church... The big
church... They had other buildings there... I don't know what they were for... We
couldn't enter those because they were dark... They used to say that people [such as
esteemed clerics] were buried there and so forth... We were afraid and would not go
there... They filled those buildings also...
[Interviewer 1] So did they fill them [the mektab] only with men?
[H. Chitjian] Only men... Only males...
[Interviewer 1] From what age to what age?
[H. Chitjian] From about five or six to 15 to 17.
[Interviewer 1] So there were no adults.
[H. Chitjian] No, no adults, absolutely. There were no adults. 26
About two, three months passed. We took all those possessions and stored them in the
Assembly Hall also. There I have a letter... It might be better to read that than to talk...
[Interviewer 1] You tell us what you remember...
[H. Chitjian] I'll give it to you later...
Three months later... The goods... All of them... All the goods from 300 to 400 Armenian
houses... It was through the boys[’ effort]... There was no one else... They were all
Armenian [boys]... Only 9 to 10 percent were Turks and those... What the Armenians
[left behind] was enough... They [the Turks and Kurds] didn't work... After we took all
those goods and filled up the church, the Assembly Hall, and so forth, one day they [the
soldiers] came... 27 Remember I said that they had gathered 200 to 300 boys? They [the
soldiers] started selecting some of us. Anyone who was big or older... I suppose they
thought these cannot be converted into Turks and that they should shoot them also...28

The adults had been taken away and killed.
Why were the possession of the Armenians confiscated if the Armenians were going to have
the right to return?
28 Why were innocent boys ordered to be killed? Mihran Mirakian and some of the older boys
were killed.
26
27
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They picked a few boys and my turn came... Myself and my brother were twins...
They took my brother and put him with the younger boys and put me with the older
boys. I started shouting that... I knew very little Turkish... I said: "Chiftin tekiyim." That
means "I am one of the twins." I was young... I was shouting but the soldier... There was
so much commotion that he didn't understand what I was saying perhaps because I
didn't speak Turkish well... There was a boy called Mihran Mirakian next to me... He
was quite tall... He was perhaps 15 or 16 years old... He said: "They're going to take us
away and shoot us. At least your brother will be saved. Why would you cause him misfortune?
Let him go." So I let him. In any event, what could you do? 29
They took 13 of the boys, 13 older boys, and put them in the Assembly Hall... I
said earlier that the Assembly Hall was not just by itself. They had also built a school
with it... They had built rooms for the school... They put us in a room... They locked the
door and they placed a Turk--a Kurd--with a gun in his hand in front of the door... We
were waiting for a soldier to come and kill us.
[Interviewer 1] So, of your four brothers, only you were in that room.
[H. Chitjian] They picked only me, yes. [My brothers] stayed there. We entered the
room... We didn't know what to do. We had no choice but to wait. This Mihran
Mirakian had a small pocket knife... They call it zmeli in Armenian... The windows there
were quite high... He could reach the window... There were iron bars on the window...
They had put those so that no one could get in... There was much burglary then... The
Kurds would come and steal... [Mihran] started digging into the wall and was able to
remove some of the iron bars. Now we could jump out. The ones that were small, the
ones that felt weak and cried... First those climbed on his shoulders... He was quite tall...
They jumped out of the window... After a few jumped... I was also trembling... He said
"come..."
[Interviewer 1] Was this at night or day time?
[H. Chitjian] It was day time. It was morning. It was around nine or ten o'clock. So he
took me on his shoulder. I climbed and jumped to the other side. I got out. Now we
were out. However, before that, when the boys were jumping, they made a thumping
sound... Right? When you jump down seven or eight feet... The Turk... The guard heard
the sounds... He said "gebermeyin..." That is "do not die..." "You will soon go where your
fathers are..." "Biraz sonra gidersin babanin yanina..." [You will soon go to where your
father is.] I heard that...

29

See “A Hair’s Breadth from Death” Ch. 19, pg. 105
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[Interviewer 1] Didn't the Turkish soldier see you?
[H. Chitjian] No, the Turk was [inside the Assembly Hall] standing in front of the
closed door... He was hearing the thumping sounds and thought that we were throwing
ourselves on the floor and that we were crying... They were crying... They were all
crying after all... These were 14-year-old boys... What would you do in such terror?
[Interviewer 1] So you jumped out...
[H. Chitjian] When I got out [completely agitated] I saw that the ones who had jumped
out before me were running toward the river. So I thought that I should go in another
direction... Otherwise, we might all be caught... I was so confused... I didn't know what
to do... So I went toward the village... I went toward the commercial or market area...
There... When the Turks die... I should say when they croak [sadgin, used to describe the
death of animals] as they say in Armenian... They called it musalla dash [a large stone
platform on which dead are placed for funeral prayers, in this case at the intersection of
of the three main roads]... This is a stone on which they lay the dead to pray for him...
They take the dead to the cemetery after that... Their [indistinct]... There was also a
channel there... As I said the aroo flowed everywhere... There was a lot of water... I stood
on this side and I noticed that on the other side... An Armenian who had converted to
Islam in the talan [plundering] of 1895... His Armenian name was Hagop... His Turkish
name was Ibo or Ibrahim.
[Interviewer 1] So, did you see him in the cemetery?
[H. Chitjian] No, he was standing on the other side of the [musalla dash]. The Armenian
man who had converted in 1895...
[Interviewer 1] So, he was Armenian but he was left alive...
[H. Chitjian] He was alive. He was standing there.
[Interviewer 1] How did you know his name?
[H. Chitjian] They were neighbors with us. Also, my father's sister married one of his
sons. My father gave his sister [Aghavnie] away so that she would be saved... He was at
least half-Armenian. 30 They used to call him Ago Ibo. When he was with the Turks, they
called him Ibo, when he was with the Armenians they called him Ago. They called him
Ago Ibo.
He was full Armenian by birth, but by religion, he was half Christian [teh Hye] and half
Muslim [teh Turk].
30
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Anyway, I saw that it was him. He also saw me and motioned to me with his
hand telling me to stay [put]. I stood there for a while. At that point... Blind...
Completely blind... Blind from an early age... A tall and big man... A Turk... I don't
know what [Ago Ibo] told him... The Turk started pointing at me with his stick saying
"Chitjinin oghlu..." That means "Chitji's son..." [motioning with his hand the movement
of the stick] He said: "Ben seni sakliyacagim..." "I will hide you..." I had not seen a blind
man before. His eyes were open, filled with tears or water... You could only see the
white of the eye... There were no pupils... His eyes had no pupils... That's how he
apparently was from an early age...
I was afraid, but I thought "let him do what he will do." He came and held my
head... I was afraid he would twist it... He said [tenderly]... He could see that I was
trembling. He said, "Don't tremble, I will hide you..." He took me to his house. Listen
well [to what I am going to say]...
After he took me to his house, he said: "You will be my son. You will take care of
me. In return, I'll take care of you."
[Interviewer 1] Was there anyone else in his house?
[H. Chitjian] No, he lived alone. He had a servant who would come and clean the
house. They called [her] hezmatkar [servant]... He lived alone [in one room with a
fireplace and no windows].
For a few days... He realized that I was terrified... He would come and caress me
lovingly when I was sleeping and so forth... He doted on me... However, apparently I
cried a lot at night. I didn't know that I cried that much at night. He asked me why I
was crying so much. I thought that if I tell him the truth he might get angry and kill me
or something... I said that I had left my brothers there, in the Assembly Hall... He said:
"Would you like to go and see them?" I said "yes." [How could I not say yes?]
Immediately He got up and packed some bread and cheese in a chkhun [napsack]
and we went there. When we went to the Assembly Hall, I found out that the other boys
were all gone. Only a few, the very young ones, were left. There were no more than 50
left. Younger than five... Four, five, or six years old... I saw that my brother Kerop... A
little while ago you asked about [my beggar brother]...31 I saw that my brother Kerop
was sitting there. He was nine years old. My youngest brother was six years old. My
youngest brother [Nishan] had put his head on my other brother's [Kerop’s] knee... Two
brothers huddled next to each other... I asked them where Kaspar was. He said that a
Turk had come the day before and taken him away.
When Hagop Holopigian brought Kerop to Dr. Mikhail’s house, at first, Hampartzoum
thought that Kerop was “just another beggar.”

31
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Anyhow, the Turk, Korr [Mamoe], told me to tell them where our house was.
The place where I was serving him... They had given him the orchard of an
Armenian... I explained earlier that the Armenians had orchards next to the village...
They had given one of those orchards to him for free... He said that they should meet
me in that orchard. He said that there was fruit in the orchard. There were beautiful
peaches... We didn't have peaches in our yergeer. There was only one tree... The
Armenians from America had planted it. They were nice big peaches. Teghts... I think
they call it teghts...
Anyhow, he said: "Give them something. Have them come and visit you." Every
day or every two or three days, we would take bread to them. I would come...
Subsequently, they also started coming... I told you we were six brothers... When a
younger brother addressed his older brother, he would not give his name. He would
say "agha yeghpayr." If you were older than me, I would address you as "agha yeghpayr."
If you are older than other... [Pointing at faces in the picture] We called this one "agha
yeghpayr" and this one "agha yeghpayr." So Kerop called us "agha yeghpayr..." This is
Kerop [pointing at the picture]. He is younger than us but he grew taller than us.
They said: "Agha yeghpayr, they [the Turks] told us that tomorrow they'll take
us to our father." Then we knew that they [the Turks] would take them [the brothers]
away. That was the last day. We didn't see them [Nishan] again.
[Interviewer 1] So why didn't you take them with you?
[H. Chitjian] How are you going to do that? Everywhere... I was with the Turk. 32 One
year later, the Kurds... The goods were all in the church... Nobody bought them... Who
would buy them? The other villages were also Armenian. Only 10 percent were Turks.
[Interviewer 1] So you didn't see your brothers after that.
[H. Chitjian] After that I didn't see my brothers... Six or seven months later perhaps...
One year, nearly one year [later]... Once strolling in the street, I saw that my brother
Kaspar...
[Interviewer 1] Is Kaspar your twin?
[H. Chitjian] He was my twin. I saw that my brother Kaspar was carrying a large tray
of pakhlava. [His master] was a government official [the Ottoman District Attorney of
Perri]. They called him [Meudayee Oomoomee]. He was taking the pakhlava from the
bakery home. He saw me in the street and told me that he would give me a piece. I have
32

Each Turk was allowed to have only one slave.
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the picture and the letter. I'll give it to you to take with you.33 He gave me a piece of
pakhlava. That was it. I didn't see him again…[until…]
After that, a year later [during the Kurdish rebellion], the Kurds came to loot the goods.
No one was buying them. They were stored in the Assembly Hall, in the church, the
schools, and so forth. They came to [loot]... The Turkish soldiers fled. They just ran...
They fled in a hurry... They crossed to the other side of the river. When they were about
to cross the river... I also... The Turk... His name was Mamoe... His name was [Korr]
Mamoe... I went with the Turk to the edge of the river... I saw Kaspar there again, with
his effendi. He called him "effendi..." 34
[Interviewer 1] So you were in the same place [in Perri] during this year [1916]?
[H. Chitjian] I was in the same place. He was also in the same place.
Because the effendi was a government official... They call it kaylahgk [raft] in yergeer...
They are small boats made with deegs... With wood... They make deegs out of sheep's
skin... They put a wooden plank on it and that becomes a boat. They were on that and
were going to the other side... I told Kaspar: "Ask your effendi to let me go on the boat
also." He went and told his effendi... The effendi slapped Kaspar and told him: "You can
come but your brother stays. We can barely save ourselves."
I went to the other side... They crossed to the other side... I saw Kaspar riding on the
effendi's wife’s horse. She was holding the horse's rein. He waved goodbye to me. The
next time I saw him in America [in 1923].
[Interviewer 1] So did you stay with the blind man?
[H. Chitjian] No, we went to the other side of the [river at the village of Chalkhdan].
They were all Kurds. The Kurds were rebelling against the Turks. When we went to the
other side... There was a boy [a schoolmate] who was our neighbor... His name was also
Hampartzoum... They called them Der Garabedian. He saw that I was with the Turk...
He knew my situation... 35 We were friends with him... He said: "Come with me and I'll
take you to my Kurd..." [brief invisible interruption]

This letter is missing from the collection. Hampartzoum thought that there would be no
interest in the collection after he was gone.
34 Meudayee Oomoomee , the District Attorney of Perri.
35 The Armenian boys look out for each other.
33
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He said: "Let me give you to a Kurd...
Instead of a Turk..." He knew that [the Turks]
were also hungry... So I went. I went to a Kurd's
house... The Kurd took me... He had only one
room... Half of it was a stable. He kept his
donkey and cow there. They slept in the other
half. I stayed there for a few hours. A [Turkish]
woman came in and went out... An hour later,
the blind man, Korr Mamoe, entered the house
with two armed soldiers. There was nowhere to
run. Where were you going to run? There was
only one door to get out... That's all... Just four
walls... There was only [one way out]...
[Interviewer 1] Why did you leave the blind
man's house?
Figure 10: Hampartzoum Der Garabedian, circa 1970s.
[H. Chitjian] Why did I leave the blind man?
Because I always heard... We stayed there for two-three days with the Kurd, I mean the
Turk... They were saying that [among] many of the Kurds who had come fighting were
Armenians. They were saying that [the Turks] should fear the Armenians... I was sure
that there was no [safe] place for us... God will protect us... That alerted me... I was
smarter then, than I am now. You had to use your brains to survive. So I went with
Hampartzoum... The Kurd took me... After remaining with him for two or three hours, I
saw that [Turkish] woman [come] out... A few hours later, Korr Mamoe came with the
soldiers...
He [Korr Mamoe] came and stood there [in front of the house]... Korr Mamoe
loved me very much. He wanted me to take care of him. I used to take care of him very
well. He said: "Oghlum, kuzum..." He always called me "kuzum," which means "my
lamb." That was my name... "My lamb, kuzum..." He said: "If you come out on your
own... I know that you are here, inside the house..." They looked around, they couldn't
find me... The Kurd's bride had just had a baby. The baby was one or two days old. The
woman was still lying on the floor... The baby was there... The baby cried... They looked
everywhere... They didn't think that I would be there near the baby... 36 He said: "I know
you are here." It was only one room. He said: "If you come out on your own, I will not
say anything... If you don't, I'll tear you into pieces..."

For a male to be in a woman’s quarters was nahmah hahrahm, forbidden, and a punishable
crime.
36
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At that point I despaired. I came out and kissed his hand. He took... He said: "I'm
sure you were hungry and afraid... However, don't worry, I'll take care of you. You take
care of me, and I'll take care of you." So we returned [to our corner]. We sat for a while.
After an hour or two hours, Hampartzoum came back again. He told me to come. After
all, Korr [Mamoe] could not see... He motioned me to come over. I asked Korr [Mamoe]
if he wanted any water. He told me to go and get it... [Indistinct] drink water... Water
was plentiful... It was good clean cold water... So I told him I was going to bring him
water... I went over [to Hampartzoum]... He said that these Kurds had come from
somewhere else and that they would go back that day. "You [go with them]... They'll
take you out of the village." They would go through the valley, the mountains... "They'll
take you out of the village. Don't be afraid."
So I went. First, they put me in [another] stable. Then the Kurd came and took
my hand and took me away. 37
[Interviewer 1] How did this blind man make a living?
[H. Chitjian] I don’t know…
[Interviewer 1] Who brought him food?
[H. Chitjian] We stayed there [in Chalkladan] for a few days... The police would bring
[food]... They had small amounts in a sack [from]... A little here, a little there... A piece
of bread for everyone... [Indistinct]
[Interviewer 1] So you...
[H. Chitjian] Which one [incident] can you tell?
[Interviewer 1] So...
[H. Chitjian] [That is Salpi, over there, she taped me] [in 1977] look... It took four
hours...
[Interviewer 1] So you fled with Hampartzoum...
[H. Chitjian] I didn't flee with Hampartzoum. Hampartzoum Der Garabedian turned
me over to the Kurd.
[Interviewer 1] You fled with the Kurd.
37

Hampartzoum mingled in with a Kurdish caravan going towards Aghorr.
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[H. Chitjian] I fled with [another] Kurd.
[Interviewer 1] Where did you go?
[H. Chitjian] I stayed with the Kurds [in Aghorr]. Then I went to Ichmeh, then
Kharpert... [where] I worked in Dr. Mikail's house [for several months]. Then later in
Sako Mahlasee, I started writing letters [for others]... 38 Then I fled [out of Turkey]... But
what a story... Which one... How many years...
[Break; restart]
[H. Chitjian] What do you want me to do with the letters?
[Interviewer 2] Now, let us sit and talk about the history of these letters. Let's talk about
where these letters come from, when they reached you, where you found them...
[H. Chitjian] These letters...
[Interviewer 2] Then let us go over them a little... Let's try to read a few of them. I can
read some parts of them but I have difficulty reading other parts. You can read these...
And let's see what they mean to you.
[H. Chitjian] OK. OK.
You want [help with] the [Ottoman] Turkish letters also, right?
[Interviewer 2] Yes, the Turkish ones... The Armenian ones don't pose much of a
difficulty... I think... Reading them in Armenian...
[H. Chitjian] Salpi...
[Shows some letters to Salpi, who appears in the background]
[H. Chitjian] My father's handwriting. His last [letter].
[Salpi] Show them to Stepan, Mr Hampar... Show them to Stepan.
[Interviewer 2] Oh, this is your father's letter.

Hampartzoum wrote letters on behalf of the Armenians who didn’t know how to read or
write.

38
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[H. Chitjian] It's my father's letter. This was written on February 25, 1915. 39 You
remember, I told you that we went together to dig the soil [for our vineyard]...
[Interviewer 2] Yes, yes...
[H. Chitjian] This is... At that time... In
February, the soil was [hard]... There was
snow everywhere. Perhaps a month later,
they took him [and killed him]...
[Interviewer 2] Yes, it must be one or two
months [earlier]...
[H. Chitjian] Now, this is my father's letter...
He sent it to Chicago. He is asking for money
from his sons [Bedros and Mihran]. After all,
my father was not so rich...
[Interviewer 2] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] He sent one of his sons to
America from yergeer. He had to borrow $7 to
pay for his way... He sent two sons... So he
Figure 11: The last letter from Mardiros Chitjian, February 25,
1915.

had borrowed $14. He paid $7 and he had $7
more to pay. He is asking his sons for money
to pay this debt.

[Interviewer 2] Now this is very interesting. I would like to know... You lived in a
village, right?
[H. Chitjian] What?
[Interviewer 2] You lived in a village. How could boys from that village go to America?
Did the missionaries sponsor them? How were they able to go?40
[H. Chitjian] No, no. Some of them thought that they could make money by coming to
America. Some of them came for that. However, many of them [looks at something]...
Zaroug? Zaroug, could you give me a tissue?
This is letter #7 in the Hampartzoum and Ovsanna Chitjian Collection.
Many were able to sneak out in Kurdish caravans towards Bolis.There was “Nuri Bey,” a
Kurdish chorr abaghn whose wife was an Armenian. He went from Kharpert to Bolis regularly.

39
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Many of them... When they turned 15, 17, or 18... At that point, they are big boys... If a
dirty Turk said something to [assault] them, they would talk back... Because the school
was a Dashnag school... They had filled them up with vigor [shakes fists to emphasize]...
It was not the right time... They [the parents] warned "keep quiet" now also, right? But
they [the brothers] do not keep quiet... See? If they talked back, it would turn into a
fight... If there is a fight, you'll have enemies... The soldiers would come immediately...
See? For that reason, my father was afraid and sent this one [pointing at picture] first,
my eldest brother.
[Interviewer 2] So this is your eldest brother... So, he sent this one first... He sent Bedros
first...

Figure 12: Mihran and Bedros, circa 1940s.

[H. Chitjian] First he sent Bedros... In 1909... He was barely 17... From 1909 to 1913, four
years passed... This one [pointing to Mihran] became 15-16 years old... I think 16 or 17...
So now this one began to bicker with the Turks [the Turkish boys].
[Interviewer 2] Did something happen in 1909 in your village?
[H. Chitjian] My father... Only... When seferberlik [mobilization or conscription] began...
Many sent [their sons away] because of seferberlik. When seferberlik began... We call it
seferberlik... Basically, the government changed its system and began conscripting
soldiers from among Armenians also... Earlier it would only take a bedel [waiver fee]. It
would accept a certain amount of money so that someone else would serve in the army
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in your place. However, later they stopped that. They started actually conscripting
[Armenians] into the army. 41 Where did they take them for military service? They did
not give them arms. They would take them to the mountains and valleys [as
laborers]... They would let them go hungry and kill them... If they were sick, they
would die before they came home... That's what my father was afraid of... That's why he
sent this one... That was the only reason... His fear of Turks...
[Interviewer 2] So after he sent them, your brothers remained in America...
[H. Chitjian] Yes...
[Interviewer 2] And you wrote these letters to them...
[H. Chitjian] I wrote to them...
[Interviewer 2] You sent the letters to them... OK. What is the story of the remaining
letters? These are the letters you have... We also have different kinds of letters. Right?
Let's go over them for a little... Where are these letters coming from?

Figure 12: Hampartzoum and Kaspar, Mexico City, 1930.

[H. Chitjian] [Looking through letters] This one [is from] my brother Kaspar, my twin...
This one... He was brighter in school... He understood and did better... His handwriting
was also quite good... He was also more even-tempered at home... He never did any
41

In the beginning of World War I.
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house work... In our place there were many fountains [fed by natural springs], but to go
to the fountain you had to walk at least two or three streets to bring the water... Then
you had to fill up [the tub] at home to take a bath, to wash, to wash clothes... You
needed lots of water. They used to make me do these chores. My brother would sit at
home.
[Kaspar] apparently wrote a letter on behalf of my father... My twin brother... In
it there are some of my writings also... Why you don't write a letter... He was younger
than me, he wrote that... This is a family letter...[written by] my twin brother, myself,
and my father 42... These are those letters [pointing at a pile of letters]...
[Moving on to another pile of letters] Many of these letters... When I fled from
Kharpert... No, when I was [still] in Kharpert... [I wrote in Ottoman Turkish script]...
There are at least a hundred Turkish letters... There are a hundred pieces...
[Interviewer 2] Uh huh...
[H. Chitjian] That one... The Turks... Around 1918, when the Americans came, they
gave some freedom to the Armenians... It lasted at most a month or a month and a half,
but when the Americans left, again they began [to intimidate]... You needed Turkish
[indistinct]... [Ovsanna Chitjian says something indistinct]...
What?
[O. Chitjian] Put them over there... [Hampartzoum puts the letters away from under
his arm]
I would go to the villages...
[Interviewer 2] Yes... I would like to interrupt you for a minute... Forgive me... Now,
you said that the Americans came around 1918, right?
[H. Chitjian] Yes.
[Interviewer 2] Who were these Americans who came?
[H. Chitjian] Mr. Riggs... There was him... Miss Jacobsen, Mr. Johnson, [Tante Katerine,
a nurse],... [Turning to Ovsanna] Who else was there Ovis?
[Indistinct comments by Ovsanna, “Mr. Ehmann.”]

The contents of the letter was dictated by Mardiros but the script was written by Kaspar and
Hampartzoum. Sometimes the script of all three would be located in a single letter.
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Whatever [indistinct]... Their [Ovsanna's family’s] village [Malatya] was four day's
travel from our village...
[O. Chitjian] I only know Jacobsen...[Johannes Ehmann].
Anyhow, about 60 soldiers came... 43 The first time...
[Interviewer 2] Americans?
[H. Chitjian] They came by bus... One night, we were in Dr. Mikail's house 44 [Kude
Archbishop Mekhitarian’s orphanage]... I saw that... On the street... Papoor Yoli [Asphalt
or Paved Road], which was a large boulevard... The automobiles stopped on it... They
were German automobiles... However, these were American soldiers... The Germans
were gone... They shone their lights on the city... The automobile lights... We had never
seen anything like that... That was very special for us... They started sounding their
horns... Cheep, cheep, cheep...
When we woke up the next morning... At that time... I went out to buy
something from a shop... I saw that everything was closed... The Turks were scared and
[closed their shops]... However, the moonedig [town crier]... The man who shouts in the
streets... He announced that the Americans are friends of Armenians but they are also the
friends of Turks... "Do not be afraid and open your shops..." So, they opened their
doors...
At that time, the Americans [soldiers] gathered us... [older boys] like me who
had Armenian patriotic sentiments... When we saw the Americans, we thought that
they would take all of Turkey and give it to us... They took us in... They told us to go
and find any Armenian youngsters or women in Turkish households and to bring them
to their orphanage... They were able to gather about 200,000 Armenians. Around
200,000...
[Interviewer 2] Now, when these people came... This is very interesting... Probably they
came at the end of the war, right? The war was over right?
[H. Chitjian] Yeah, they came in 1918...
[Interviewer 2] Probably at the end of 1918...
[H. Chitjian] Yeah, yeah...

43
44

In 1918 American soldiers were sent to Turkey to protect missionaries.
Hampartzoum’s mistake of names.
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[Interviewer 2] It must be around that time... Where did these people station
themselves? In your village? Did they come to your village?
[H. Chitjian] No, no, it was not our village... It was the city... Kharpert...
[Interviewer 2] They stopped in Kharpert...
[H. Chitjian] Yeah...
[Interviewer 2] Did they gather all of you there in an orphanage? Or what?
[H. Chitjian] At that time, I had come to Kharpert from the Kurds. I was in Dr. Mikail's
house. Hagop, umm [can't remember last name]... His son is there, anyhow...
[O. Chitjian] Michael Hagopian. 45
[H. Chitjian] Michael Hagopian. Do you
know Michael Hagopian?
[Interviewer 2] Yes, yes...
[H. Chitjian] He was a small boy... He was
three or four years old... I would take him in
my arms, I would kiss him and take him
around... I have kissed him more times than
I have kissed my daughter...
[Interviewer 2] Now, you were with the
Kurds before... You heard [indistinct]...
Then, how did you go from the Kurds to Dr.
Mikail?
Figure 13: One of Hampartzoum's letters written in Ottoman Turkish
[H. Chitjian] Whichever village you went to, if they knew you were Armenian, they wanted
you to marry their daughter... At that time, I was older... I was 17, 18... Or, they wanted you to
convert to Islam and go to mosque and so forth... If you didn't do that or if you did something
wrong, they might shoot or kill you... No one would ask for a reckoning... So I fled...
[Interviewer 2] You ran from the Kurds...
[H. Chitjian] I fled from the Kurds and I went to Kharpert. 46
J. Michael Hagopian, to whom Hampartzoum often referred to affectionately as Hagopig,
became a documentary filmmaker and recorded 400 eyewitness testimonies of Armenian
Genocide Survivors.
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[Interviewer 2] You went to Kharpert. Very good... This is when you started writing
these letters... This is the time that the Americans came...
[H. Chitjian] I wrote the Turkish letters [then]...
[Interviewer 2] To whom did you write these letters...
[H. Chitjian] My brothers who were in America... These two [Bedros and Mihran] were
in America... I knew their address... I had memorized their address...[1609 West Lake
Street, Chicago, Illinois]. 47
[Interviewer 2] You had memorized their address?
[H. Chitjian] I had memorized, yeah...
[Interviewer 2] And you started writing to them.
[H. Chitjian] I started writing to them...
[Interviewer 2] What happened after that? Did they [indistinct]?
[H. Chitjian] No, that's not how it happened. Although I had memorized their address,
they were apparently in Chicago but now they had moved to Los Angeles. They had
changed their address. Even though I was writing letters, they weren't getting them...
They had changed their address.

Figure 14: January 1, 1920 cover of Jagadamard newspaper.

When the Americans came, they told us to go and register... There was a place, where
you would register with a newspaper... 48 They read the paper in America... To see who
is alive... I went and registered to announce that four--five--of us are alive. Myself, my
brother Kerop, my uncles, and my cousin--five us are alive...
Hampartzoum reached Kharpert after first fleeing from the Kurds in Aghorr, and then after
reluctantly leaving Itchmeh.
47 This was the same address that Hampartzoum’s father had used to write to Bedros starting
in 1909, one of the addresses that Hampartzoum never forgot.
48 Jagadamard.
46
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The Americans heard and sent news to my brother who wrote a letter to the Americans,
and their [response]
letter reached us...
[Interviewer 2] Very
good. At that point, you
knew where your
brothers were in
America...

[H. Chitjian] I found my
brothers in America...
598 South Indiana [in
East Los Angeles]... It's
not too far from here...
[Interviewer 2] That's
when the
correspondence began.
You started writing to
them.

Figure 15: Another Ottoman Turkish letter with the new address on Indiana Street.

[H. Chitjian] At that time... You could not write letters in Armenian... You had to write
in Turkish... But I didn't know Turkish... Through [Turkish] neighbors nearby... Asking
here and there, I learned the alphabet... Then I started writing... Then the neighbors... I
had an uncle's wife... She was quite old... She would go to houses to wash clothes... She
would wash dishes, clothes, mend them... Those [neighbors] were [nice] Turks and they
taught me how to write. I started writing letters to America. Then when they saw that I
could write well... The Armenians also... There were many Armenians who had come to
Kharpert... If they needed a letter written, they couldn't go to a Turk to tell
confidential things... They couldn't tell a Turk that they are Armenians... The letters
would be sent and received under Turkish names... Mehmedoglu Rashid... That was
my brother's name... Rashid, [and my name was] Rooshdi... They could not tell the
Turks that they are using Turkish names there but their names were different for
America... So they would come to me to have their letters written... I would write a
letter for two kooroosh, the price of two loaves of bread... They would pay me the price
of two loaves of bread for writing a letter. Their letters from America came to my
37
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address [at the post office box]. I would be paid the price of two loaves for delivering it
to them. I would read the letters to them.
[Interviewer 2] What did you say in those letters? Under what instructions did you
write these letters?
[H. Chitjian] Under what?
[Interviewer 2] What did you write in their letters? 49
[H. Chitjian] I did not write anything else in the letters... I would write a few Armenian
words... I wrote that so and so is alive and how he's doing. Naturally, these were
heartbreaking letters.
[Interviewer 2] Approximately, how many letters like this--in Turkish--do you have?
[H. Chitjian] I have about a hundred in [Ottoman] Turkish...
[Interviewer 2] About a hundred... So you started writing these after the end of the war.
[H. Chitjian] Yeah, around the end of 1918... 50
[Interviewer 2] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] Until 1921.
[Interviewer 2] Until 1921... Now, a little later, let us look at some of the letters to hear
what you have written. What happened in 1921 to stop you from writing?
[H. Chitjian] What happened in 1921... Around 1921... Actually before 1921... One year
before... By that time I was 19-20 years old... I could be conscripted... They [the
gendarme] asked me to sign up for the army... I shaved off my moustache... [Indistinct]
They asked how old I was. I said I was 16 or 15. They conscripted at 18. The [officer]
touched my lip and realized I was shaved. 51
[Laughter]
He said it very simply. He said that girls shave, not men. He took pity on me and let me
go...
Why couldn’t the Armenians reveal their Armenian identity from 1919-1923?
In Kalisi Khan, Hampartzoum resumed once again by writing the letter on onion skin
alerting his brothers that he was still alive but in Iran.
51 Hampartzoum was picked up twice by the gendarmes. Before chancing a third time, he
escaped out of Turkey.
49
50
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Later, they started rounding up [Armenians] again. I think the Dashnags had
shot Talat Pasha... In 1921... Maybe they shot him after that... Maybe not Talat Pasha,
but they had shot somebody... We didn't know about the shooting of Talat Pasha or
who had shot him over there... We didn't know... They just said that the Armenians had
done something again. Whether they did something from the Armenia side or the
Greece side or where I don't know... They started rounding up again. One day, they
arrested us when I was walking in the street with another boy... They put us in... In
Turkish they call the police station "khullugh..." Where the police stand... Two rooms on
two floors were crammed with boys... Some older, some younger... They were packed
together... There was no room to lie or to sit down... We could only stand and waver
back and forth... Like sardines... We stayed for a day... Waiting to be taken... They were
taking the boys one by one, interrogating them... Who knows what... We didn't see
them again... We stayed there for a day...
The next morning... I saw the policeman who had taken an Armenian wife 52 and
who had two [sons] from that wife... I had helped the wife escape when I came to the
orphanage in 1918... This is now around 1921, when I'm under arrest... However,
before that, in 1918 or 1919, when the Americans told us to bring in any Armenians we
could find... Girls or boys, bring them to the orphanage... I went and... This woman who
was from Parchanj... There was a village called Parchanj... She was in the village... And
she called me... Do you know Turkish?
[Interviewer 2] Yes, a little...
[H. Chitjian] They didn't call us by our name. They called us "gavoor bokhi..." Do you
understand what that means?
[Interviewer 2] Yes.
[H. Chitjian] Anyhow, this woman...
[Interviewer 2] "Gavur boku..."
[H. Chitjian] She called me "gavoor bokhi..." 53 When the Americans came and assured us
to bring the Armenians in... This woman... There was a servant... This woman, as I said,
was married to a policeman and had two sons... On the floor below them, there was an
Armenian woman who did house work for them... First, I tried to rescue that Armenian
woman... That woman said: "Don't take me. I can go... It's not a problem for me... I can
cover myself with a charshaf... I can go... Take the woman above [Anna Kaprielian]... The
52
53

Anna Kaprielian.
This would spook Hampartzoum every time. This phrase was meant for him.
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policeman's wife..." That one called "gavoor bokhi" every time she saw me... [The
Armenian woman] said that [the policeman's wife] does this deliberately in front of her
husband because... She had a daughter... She had a daughter from an Armenian
husband before the massacres... For the sake of that daughter, she wanted to appease
the Turk... She had two sons from the Turk... She did this to protect her Armenian
daughter... That's how she reassured the [gendarme] Turk...
So, I asked whether I should go [talk to her]... She said: "No, she's ready. She's
waiting for you. She told me several times that she wants you to rescue her." She didn't
know where the orphanage was. Parchanj is four hours from Kharpert. She had never
gone [to Kharpert]...
[Interviewer 2] You were now taking her and her daughter...
[H. Chitjian] Huh?
[Interviewer 2] You wanted to take her--that lady--and her daughter to the orphanage
in Kharpert?
[H. Chitjian] Yeah, I was taking her to the orphanage...When I went upstairs, she was
already prepared... She had made her bundle [describes with arms]... Her bundle was
ready... She had taken clothes or whatever... Her daughter was not with her... She had
already sent her daughter 54 away, wherever she had sent her...
She said: "Let's go..." We started out... In the past, I always called her "khanoum"
and she called me "gavoor bokhi..." I was afraid to talk to her... Her husband was in
Kharpert... Four hours away... She had a
policeman [gendarme] husband who
would come home in the mornings... I
thought initially that she wanted to go to
the policeman and stay with him... She was
telling me that she wanted to go to the
Armenians... That's what she told me, but I
was afraid that she might change her
mind... After all, she's a woman... She
might change her mind... [Indistinct] with
the Turk... I didn't say a word on the way...
Nor did she tell me anything... In any
Figure 16: Seated, Ana Kaprielian (Fatmah Khanum) with her
event, we didn't say a word... I took her to
duaghter Yeranuhi on her left (Haleb, 1922).

54

In 1935 Kerop married the daughter, Yeranuhi.
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the orphanage... They opened the door... The mayrig... They called the supervisor of the
children "mayrig..." I turned her over to the mayrig... After that I didn't see the woman... I
didn't see that woman...
[Interviewer 2] What happened to you?
[H. Chitjian] This was around 1918... Late 1918...
[Interviewer 2] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] Around 1920... This is when I'm about to run... In 1921...
[Interviewer 2] Where were you until then?
[H. Chitjian] In Kharpert...[in Sahko Mahlasee].
[Interviewer 2] You were still in Kharpert... Were you near the orphanage?
[H. Chitjian] I lived by writing letters...
[Interviewer 2] You were in the orphanage...
[H. Chitjian] No, I wasn't in the orphanage [at this time].
[Interviewer 2] Where were you then?
[H. Chitjian] We had rented a place with a woman... I would write and read letters for
two kooroosh each... I was doing well... I could buy clothes and so forth 55... [I had saved]
quite a lot of money... Ten vosgee [gold coins]... I gave a Kurd ten vosgee to help me flee...
In other words, I had [earned] quite a lot...
[Interviewer 2] You had money...
[H. Chitjian] I also repaired old shoes... I wrote letters... I did all kinds of jobs...
Later... The woman and her daughter... That was in 1918... In 1921, when the policemen
arrested me and packed us into a room like sardines... 56
[Interviewer 2] Yes, that's what you were describing a little earlier...

Meaning that he was able to buy things at the flea market, such as the confiscated Armenian
property, clothes, etc.
56 This was a practice that Hampartzoum had witnessed for six years…all of a sudden, older
familiar faces disappeared!
55
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[H. Chitjian] The policeman apparently recognized me me... I didn't know him... I had
seen him a few times... We were scared to look at a policeman's face... I had not even
seen his wife's face [gestures with hands to suggest her face was covered with a veil]...
The Armenian woman was covered up, and she was a policeman's wife... I was scared
to look at her face...
Turns out [the policeman] knew me... He knew who I was when they were
taking me in... I was his neighbor... I worked as a servant for another Turkish woman...
We were neighbors... These were adjacent houses...[in Parchanj]
So, he called out to me: "Rooshdie, Rooshdie..." I was surprised... A policeman
calling me "Rooshdie..." I thought it was my turn to be shot... The Armenian boys
standing next to each other were joking: "You have good flesh for khavoorma... You have
very good meat..." And so forth... We were joking to pass the time... They all shouted at
me that I was good khavoorma meat... They said: "Go, go, you are good khavoorma meat...
With God's grace they'll shoot you and they'll not torture you with a knife..." With
that prayer we went to the policeman...
The policeman said... Bardak... A goozh [jug]... You know what goozh is, right?
[Interviewer 2] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] He handed me a goozh and told me to go and fetch water... The fountain
was just below the police station... Half a street away... I was supposed to get water...
Over there, there are small fountains where the Turks perform their ablutions... They
wash their hands and then pray...
[Interviewer 2] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] So he told me to go and fetch some water... I thought that he would
accompany me... I started out... To bring water... [Indistinct] As we walked on the street,
he said that he will let me escape... “They are going to kill all of you, 57 but I'll let you
go... However, if you go, you must find my wife... I'll let you go if you promise me that...” He
asked me to take an oath... I took an oath... He said: "I'll let you go so that you tell my
wife..." I told you that he had two sons... He said: "She can come and take the boys if she
doesn't want to live with me as my wife." He said that he'll accept it if she came and
took the boys. He said that he doesn't know who took her away but that she went
away...
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Referring to the 200 Armenian boys held in detention.
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I told him that I'll do it... He told me to put the goozh by the fountain and run...
He said: "I'll fire after you, but I will not shoot you... I have to fire so that they will not
know that I let you go deliberately."
I said "fine." I went to the fountain and saw two Turks performing their
ablutions... There were only two places from which water was flowing... I asked one
whether I could fill some water. He mumbled a little, indicating that I should wait for
him to finish his washing. Then I looked back and saw the policeman motioning me to
run. I left the goozh and started to run... I had gone ten to 15 feet, I heard the sound
"roorh..." I had never heard the sound of a gun before... I thought initially that I had
been shot and that I was not dead yet... I didn't know where I had been shot, but I was
alive... I realized that I'm alive... When I looked back he was waving me to go... He [I]
started running... When I started running... There was so much noise... The policemen
had something on their boots... When they walked it made a [jangling] sound... I don't
know if you have encountered that or if anyone has told you about it...
[Interviewer 2] No...
[H. Chitjian] They made a certain kind of sound... It was the sound of metal to scare the
people... The policemen had put something like that... Something like a spur...
Anyhow, he motioned me to go... I ran... I saw that they are coming after me... The
sound...
[Interviewer 2] Where did you go when you ran?
[H. Chitjian] I ran... There were Armenian houses that were in ruins... I jumped [shows
down] and put my back against the wall... I was, say, at that wall [a foot away]... They
came and jumped... They went the other way, downward... They shouldn't have
turned that way... Anyway, I escaped...
Then, many years passed...
[Interviewer 2] Yes, where did you go after that?
[H. Chitjian] After that, I went here and there... Armenian houses... In the end, I
remained a fugitive... I didn't return to our house... I went to someone else's house...
I decided to escape... I realized that this is no [longer] a [safe] place for me...
[Interviewer 2] How did you run?
[H. Chitjian] I went... Our village was below another village... There was a village
called Mezgerd... [There was a woman there]... They had killed her husband... We called
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her "yeretzgin." She was the former wife of a priest... She had two daughters... She said...
I was on good terms with her... She also wanted me to marry one of her daughters... I
was at that age... Twenty years old... Everyone wants you to marry their daughter... 58
She told me to bring Kerop, my brother, to her... She said: "We'll take care of him. Don't
forget either Kerop or my daughter..." I said "I promise..."
I started out on the road... You can see the letter on that here...
Then we came to Mexico... I'll tell you how I found [met] that woman [Ovsanna]...
[Interviewer 2] Now, that's very interesting but I would like to know how you ran from
Kharpert subsequently...
[H. Chitjian] From Kharpert... There were Kurds who would smuggle the Armenians
out... For ten vosgee, they would take you to Haleb or toward Armenia... Van, Bitlis,
which were in Turkish hands... The Armenians were near there...
[Interviewer 2] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] I had lost hope... I had to go whether I liked it or not... I had to leave... I
couldn't stay any longer, because that Gendarme would find me...
[Interviewer 2] Yes, tell us how you ran...
[H. Chitjian] I gave the Kurd ten vosgee... These were yellow gold coins... I gave it so
that they would take us... I wore Kurdish clothes and we set out on the road...[1921]
From Kharpert... The government had given them something... They had come as
mahajirs [migrants or refugees]... They called them mahajirs... The Kurds of Armenia,
Van, Bitlis, and so forth had come there... Because those areas were vacant [abandoned
Armenian farm land], the government gave them [Kurds] seed, sheep, food, travel
money, so that they would settle those places... 59
[Interviewer 2] The refugees?
[H. Chitjian] The refugees... Turkish refugees...
[Interviewer 2] Yes... Muhajir...

Aghavni Yeghoyan. In 1939 when Hampartzoum visited her while on vacation with his wife
and children, she claimed that she was waiting for him.
59 There was a long period of starvation because the farmers of Turkey, the agricultural
Armenians, had been killed.
58
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[H. Chitjian] Yes, Kurds, majahir... We were with them, [mingling among them]... They
would stop somewhere every eight hours to graze the animals, to eat, and so forth...
They stopped to spend the night there...
On the first day, after eight hours of travel, there was a village called Itchmeh...
We went to Itchmeh... I had stayed in Itchmeh earlier for two years... I knew what
Itchmeh was like... I went to the fountain to wash... While I was washing, I saw
someone standing next to me. He said very discreetly: "Are you Armenian?" He was
speaking so softly, I could barely hear him... Then I realized what he was saying... I
looked back and held his hand... We gave courage to each other... He looked all around
him so that the others would leave... [Indistinct] with hands in his pocket... So he said
that he's the son of Badveli Yeghoyan's brother... He was the nephew of Badveli
Yeghoyan of Kharpert... They were saved because they were Protestants... He said he
had another brother...
[Interviewer 2] I'm sorry to cut you off... I just wanted to know how you came to
America, so that then we can go over these letters... 60
[H. Chitjian] How did I come to America?
[Interviewer 2] Yes, how did you run from Turkey? Did you go to Haleb or Armenia?
[H. Chitjian] No, I didn't go to Armenia... I went to Persia...
Now, here's what happened on the way... When we arrived in Paloo with the
boy... From Paloo, we went to Jabakhjur, and from Jabakhjur to Kghee... Three days
elapsed... These Kurds, who had received ten [vosgee] from us... They had to give
something to their leader or chieftain... Apparently, they didn't give him... He
apparently wanted four vosgee... I had given ten vosgee... Many were caught...
One night, we saw that... There was a place called Jabakhjur... A princh [cornelian
cherry] tree... Do you know princh? There is a fruit called princh, it's red, there is a seed
in it... There is plenty of it in our region... It's also quite tasty... Anyhow, we sat under
that tree... They called us... We went... We were three boys... The other two boys were
called Nazaret and Avedis... They made us sit on the side... They asked us how much
we paid... The Kurd signaled with his hands to me, but how do I know what he was
saying... The Kurd who was taking me... I said that I paid ten vosgee... They told me ten,
I paid ten... Immediately, they caught the man... They put me to the side... Then they
The Interviewer was not aware that Hampartzoum was beginning to tell how he escaped.
Hampartzoum would relate a point in detail where he felt threatened. An astute listener will
pick this up.
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asked the others how much they had paid... They had also paid him... I don't know... I
don't know what they did to the Kurds, but they put us to one side... They were saying
that they should kill us...
[Interviewer 2] Who were the ones seizing them? Turks or Kurds?
[H. Chitjian] They were Kurds...
[Interviewer 2] They were also Kurds...
[H. Chitjian] They were Kurds... They were saying that they should kill us or turn us
over to the government... The government gave them one mejid [20 kooroosh or 1/5 of
a gold lira] for every Armenian turned in... It would give one mejid as bakhsheesh for
anyone who turned in an Armenian...
Then they said: "No, we allow the sheep and the animals to graze here..." If no
one is guarding them all around... One has to sleep and another has to stay awake so
that the sheep can graze and then they can be herded together... He said: "They can
work for us until we reach our destination... Then we can do something." Not too far,
we saw twelve girls across from us... Armenians they had seized... They were over
there... However, they were at least... The road... They were at least ten, 15, 20 feet
away... They had just arrived... It was getting dark... We could barely see each other...
We didn't know who or what they were... It was getting dark... There was a little light...
They were Armenians... We saw that the girls were... They shouted... I knew a few
words of Kurdish... They said: "Whoever wants girls or women should come and take
them..." There were about ten or 12 of them... When they ran to have some wives... They
would take more than one or two wives... They took the girls by the hand... The girls
cried: "Yeghpayr, yeghpayr, yeghpayr..." 61 They were calling us "yeghpayr..." In Armenian...
What [could] the yeghpayrs do [that night]? The three of us ran together... At night I
would look around... During the day we look all around to see which way we should go
so that we do not go through villages... Some people still lived in the villages... We were
afraid of people... [We tried to avoid villages...]
[We ate] only grass and raw fish... For two and a half months [gesturing
strongly to emphasize]... Until we reached Beyazit... Near Mount Ararat... Then, I
crossed over to Persia with a Kurd...
[Interviewer 2] Now, these letters, which you had written in the meantime, when you
were in Kharpert... You were corresponding with your brothers...
The cries and screams of these girls haunted Hampartzoum forever. This was a moment
when he felt helpless when others were in need.
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[H. Chitjian] Yes, I was corresponding... I received $50 in money...
[Interviewer 2] When you fled to Persia, did you intend to join them?
[H. Chitjian] Oh yeah! 62
[Interviewer 2] Did you mention that intent in your letters? Did you say, for example,
that "I want to join you..."
[H. Chitjian] Yes, the letters say how I escaped...
[Interviewer 2] Yes... Did you write to them from Persia also?
[H. Chitjian] Ummm... I wrote from Persia...
When I went to Persia... When we reached the Persian border... Beyazit... You have
heard of Beyazit...
[Interviewer 2] Yes, yes...
[H. Chitjian] When we reached Beyazit... The Kurds... We, the three boys... We always
walked at night... We walked for barely two-three hours a day... We traversed a
distance of 13 days in two and a half months... We walked for two or three hours only at
nights.
Now remember from where I wrote the letters. That's what was on your mind,
right? And what [indistinct] letter I wrote... The proof of that is here [pointing at pile of
letters]... Whatever I say is true...
When we were on the road... We were so hungry... We only ate raw fish and
grass... A man's body [reflects his condition and situation]... A man starts looking wild...
Much wilder than animals... His face changes, his eyes pop out... Very bad... I started
crying... My friend asked why I was crying... I said: "Take a mirror and look at your
face." He said: "How about your face?" I probably looked worse...
One of the boys... As I said earlier, one was called Avedis and the other Nazaret...
Avedis apparently served in Turkish army... He was quite a bit older than us... He
apparently deserted the army... He stayed here and there... Eventually, he joined the
Kurds... Nazaret was the boy who asked me if I'm Armenian near the fountain [in
Itchmeh]... That Nazaret [Avedis], when he was in the Turkish army, a Turk took his
wife... She caught a disease from Turk... They called it "besavor..." It's a woman's disease,
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a bad disease... 63 When he deserted the army and went to his wife, he also caught the
disease... So he came to Dr. Mikail... This Hagop's [Michael Hagopian's] father... The
one for whom I worked... He said... There is corn... Corn has tassels on it...
[Interviewer 2] Like the husks...
[H. Chitjian] Not the husks, the tassels... He told him to boil them... [Avedis] told me
that [Dr. Mikail] made him drink the extract made by boiling those for many weeks,
until they cleared up a little... 64 However, [Dr. Mikail] told him not to eat any water
animals... However, the boy had to eat raw fish sometimes... In addition to eating
grass... He was covered with sores over his entire body...
He said: "I cannot take this any longer. Let us surrender..." We didn't know
where we were... We had come all that way... Perhaps we were in Persia, perhaps in
Russia... Who knows where we were... When we started walking on the road, a Kurd
came... He asked us if we were "asker firari [army deserters]..." There were many Turkish
army deserters... After all, we were near the border... We said "yes..." He asked where
we were from... We said we were from Konya... Konya is far away from Kharpert... We
said that so that he wouldn't know we are from Kharpert...
He took us to his house. He told us that he will keep us and feed us so that we
regain our strength. He said that he wanted us to work for him when we recovered...
He wanted us to cut grass... We said OK... After we stayed with him for two or three
days, he gave us his workers' clothes... Our clothing was very dirty... Especially because
of the sores on [Avedis]... He took us to a place that had hot and cold water springs...
That's where the Kurds bathed...
He fed and took care of us for two or three days... Together with a Kurdish boy...
I told you that I spoke a few words of Kurdish... I asked the Kurdish boy where we
were... We could already see Mount Ararat... We had seen Mount Ararat two months
earlier... It can be seen from [here]... He said: "That's Mount Ararat... That's the Markar
[Magara] Bridge... That's, umm, the Arax River... The other side is Persia..." The Persian
border was close... On the border there was one soldier... Another soldier stood at a
distance where one's voice could be heard... So that when people enter and exit... There
is a customs house there... He said: "That's what it is..." So we knew where we were.
In the evening, I told the boy: "This is good. Let's run to Persia. We're near the
border. We can just walk there... They won't catch us..." He said: "No, I can't go. I'm
covered with sores... They're taking good care of us here. If you want, you go alone." So
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Possibly syphilis.
Corn silk, as recently as 2012, has been re-recognized for its medicinal properties.
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I started out together [alone]... I took responsibility... After all, you could be caught
there...
I started out on the road... I walked and walked... I got tired... Earlier, I was
walking at nights but I had people with me... I could have some courage... There, there
was this [tall] grass [bamboo]... They [the Kurds] lived only on this grass there... The
grass would grow [tall] [gesturing high with his hand], they would cut and bundle it
and sell it... That's how they made a living. When the wind blew, the grass made a
rustling sound... It scared me... I slept... I don't know [how long]...
[Interviewer 2] Now, let us move on to Persia. How did you reach Persia?
[H. Chitjian] How did I enter Persia? All this is history [knocking on the table to
emphasize]...
[Interviewer 2] I know. For that reason, umm, I would rather focus on the letters... 65
[H. Chitjian] When I... Persia... [Indistinct] I have written it well there... Salpi has that, I
think... When I was in Persia... I mean when I was there [in Bayazid]... While I was
sleeping... A Kurd prodded and woke me up with his stick... I woke up... He asked if I
was an army deserter... I said "yes..." So he took me to his house... His wife was
Armenian... He gave me... Supposedly, he was trying to help me... He gave me bread
and melted butter... He gave them to me in a tin can... The can was rusted... When I ate
it, I got sick in my intestines...
I stayed there for two days... The Kurd asked me what my trade was... You have
to realize that I was quite mature then [20 years old]... Because I knew Turkish well, he
thought I was an artisan... I told him that I made shoes... The shoes there were like
slippers... He said... He had stolen them from the Armenians... They had sewn the
uppers of the shoes... They had cut the soles... Sackfuls of them... He didn't have anyone
to sew them together... He asked me if I can sew them together... I said "yes..." I had
some prior experience sewing shoes, anyhow... However, he said that we need a helin,
the needle [to make holes in the leather] [signaling the making of holes with his
hands]... To hit it... He said that there is an Armenian on the Persian side who makes
such tools. He apparently made horseshoes for donkeys as well as such tools...
[Interviewer 2] To nail on their feet...

The Interviewer was not aware that Hampartzoum continuously had to modify his plans. He
had to make snap decisions with every move that he made. Keeping alive while following a goal
was not a straight line. In general, the novice interviewer was not aware of this.
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[H. Chitjian] He said "let's go there." So we went... We went on the road... We arrived
where the soldiers were [at the border of Turkey and Iran]. He told the soldiers that I
was an artisan. He said that he had the leather for the shoes but that he didn't have
anyone to sew them. [The soldiers] knew... They were pleased... [The Kurd] promised to
give a pair to each one... Anyway, we moved on...
After we walked for some distance... He had on him... This is how they did it in
yergeer... They tied some food to their waist so that they would have something to eat
during the day if they were traveling long distances... So he started eating... He gave me
some... We started eating... I looked at the sky... This was no longer Turkish sky...
He took a nap for about 15 minutes... We went to the village... We asked where they
made the tools... We went and found that they were making oghee [arak] from kishmish
[raisins]... They were distilling oghee from raisins... So they were blacksmiths but also
made such things... To make a living...
Now this is the most important place of my letters...
[The Kurd] asked where the master was... He explained what he wanted, that he
wanted a needle and so forth... They said that the master was in the cemetery. The name
[of the village] was Kiliseh Kend... "Kend" means "village" [city]... "Kiliseh" is "church..."
Apparently, there was an Armenian church in the old days... The Armenian cemetery...
There were large stones on them [gesturing size with hands]... They were inscribed with
[Armenian] script... The lettering was filled with dirt... The Armenian, the master, had a
stick in his hand... He had a small girl with him, one or two years old... He was cleaning
out the lettering so that he could read, whatever it was...
[The Kurd] told the master that he wanted a helin, a needle, and so forth... He
[the worker] asked me what I want... I said I want tools... He said he can make them...
He [the Kurd] asked how much... He said 20 khran [kran]... The Persian currency was
called "khran..." It means "quarter..." [The Kurd] said it's expensive... Because he didn't
have the money... He said he has seven or eight mejid or khran and that he might be able
to bring more later...
I told the Kurd to stand aside. "Let me talk to him. He might agree to do it for
seven mejid. I'll say that you should give a little less because I'm an artisan and so forth."
He said: "OK, talk to him." When [the Kurd] left... There, nearby, they sell tea. There is
nothing else. They sell tea in the markets. He went to a tea place. I told him that I would
go and meet him there. It wasn't too far.
When he left, I said "Hayrig..." I said it in Armenian. I said: "Hayrig, I'm
Armenian. Can you save me?" He looked at my face... He wasn't sitting... He was like
this [shows squatting and bending forward]... What do you call this?
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[Interviewer 2] Kneeling or...
[H. Chitjian] Not kneeling... Neither sitting nor standing... Half way... Anyhow...
[Indistinct] the chair is not here... As I was saying, he was removing the dirt from the
lettering. He started drawing something... He started drawing something on his own...
This went on for a minute or two. It felt too long for me. So I said: "Hayrig, I asked you
something. Can you save me or should I go back with the Kurd?" He [indistinct] a
little... Then he stood up fully. He didn't look at me. He just said: "Ari knank..." [come,
let's go]. I had heard the word "ari" in Kharpert. I had heard "ari knank" or "come, let's
go" before. It means "come, let's go" in Russian Armenian. However, I had not heard it
said [that way]. [Indistinct] not Russian Armenian, Persian Armenian. He said: "Ari
knank." We walked. He didn't make a sound. He just went.
We went somewhere [pointing downward with his hand]... It was his house... It was
dug underground... He knocked on the door... His wife opened the door... The man told
her: "I brought your son." Apparently, this was his second wife. They apparently shot
her husband... They apparently shot that woman's son also... She looked at my face and
said: "He doesn't look my son, but maybe he changed. That was a long time ago." It
apparently happened four to five or six years earlier. She said: "He has changed." As she
spoke, she was pulling me downstairs. We went down the stairs. We sat a little. The
man asked his wife to bring some food to eat. The wife went...
[Interviewer 2] Is that where you wrote your letters from?
[H. Chitjian] I wrote the letter there, yes.
[Interviewer 2] How long did you stay there?
[H. Chitjian] About four to five months.
[Interviewer 2] Four to five months... And that's when you began corresponding with
your brothers.
[H. Chitjian] I'll come to that now. What you're looking for... The letters...
This is an emotional moment and it's a strong moment.
The Kurd came to [the Armenian man's] house looking for the master... He wanted to
know if he would make the tools... [The Armenian man] shouted from below that [I]
was not a Kurd... He said that I am Armenian... There was much shouting... Anyway,
[the Kurd] left... The man then told me: "Look [showing all around], guns are hanging
everywhere. There is a gun for each one of us. We have lots of bullets... All the bullets
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are for the enemy but the last one is for us. We'd rather kill ourselves than surrender
to the Turks." That's how that man was.
I stayed with them for two to three months. Over there was a [customs house]...
They [the merchants] bring goods back and forth... Listen to this... There they had to
pay customs duty... They had to pay customs duty to the Persian government... Because
I knew Turkish... In that area, the Persians speak Turkish [Azeri]... Broken Turkish...
Most of the language is Turkish but it's slightly different Turkish... For example, if the
Turks would say "Nerden gelmishin, nerde gidersin," they would say "harda gelirsin, harda
giduksin." They change it that way... Because I knew Turkish well, that government
official... What was his title? Sahlahree Houmayoun [royal official]... You will read this in
the letters... He was called Sahlahree Houmayoun... He told me that he would give me a
job. What was the job? He said: "I'll give you a horse. When the Arabs or others bring
goods on mules or camels to trade, you inspect their goods and you tell me, so that we
decide how much customs duty they have to pay. Then they can pass through." They
had to pay, then cross over to Turkey.
That's how it was. This lasted two to three months. That was my job [indistinct].
One day, I noticed that a boy... An Armenian boy who knew... The family that I lived
with [the family of Angelic Margoes] had a daughter... They wanted me to marry their
daughter... When she bathed they would ask me to take hot water or cold water to her
so that I would see her naked and change my mind... I always told them that I am not
the man... She was only 13 years old. I told them I can't marry her [indistinct]... I have
brothers in America...
[Interviewer 2] Let's return to these letters...
[H. Chitjian] I'm coming to the letters. When the, umm, came... When I was working at
the customs house... An Arab came... He had two camels laden with goods...
[Interviewer 2] Who was Aram?
[H. Chitjian] The Arab...
[Interviewer 2] Oh, an Arab... OK...
[H. Chitjian] The Arab was taking merchandise to Turkey... He called me "kuchuk effendi
[young master]"... He said: "Kuchuk effendi..." I was not so big then... He said: "Kuchuk
effendi, there is not much inside." He showed me a handful of mejids... "I'll give you more
than enough..." He asked me to write down whatever he says so that he pays something
small [duty]. He said that he's too old and that he cannot replace [the goods] again... He
asked me if I would do that... I told him that I don't want any money. I told him to keep
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his money. So he asked what I wanted. I told him that I have someone in Bolis. I had
asked him where he was going and he had told me that he's going to Bolis. He had said
that he was taking his merchandise to Bolis. He said that he's going to Bolis. I said, "If
you're going to Bolis..." You will understand when you read the letters later... I said: "If
you're going to Bolis, I'll give you a letter to take to Bolis. If you don't deliver it, don't
come this way again. I'll write nothing here." I wrote something small and turned it in,
and the Arab went. 66
The Arab took that letter to Bolis. They arrested the Arab, but he didn't give the
letter to the policemen. He called... They called him Hrant Effendi Mouradian... You
will read this in the letter... He was apparently an acquaintance of my brother's...
My eldest brother here [points at picture] happened to be in Bolis just at that time to get
married... And he went to that man's house... He was supposedly a friend of our
family...
[Interviewer 2] He went to Mouradian's house...
[H. Chitjian] Mouradian's house... He [Bedros] was apparently staying there [in Bolis]...
The Arab sent word to Mouradian from jail to tell him that he has a letter from Persia
and that he should come and pick it up. [Mouradian] said that he would not go... An
Arab bringing a letter from Persia... [Mouradian] said he didn't have anyone in Persia.
He was afraid that if he went to the jail, he might himself be put in jail... After all, this is
Turkey... He was afraid... My brother said: "I am from America. I have an American
passport. I can say I'm Mouradian and I can go [in your place]." My brother [and
Mouradian] went to [the jail] together. [The Arab] said: "Which one of you is
Mouradian?" So he gave the letter [to Bedros].
When I wrote that letter... The one I gave [the Arab]... On one side, I wrote in
Turkish using regular ink, just like I have written on this one [showing letter]. "Chokhtan
beri sen" [it has been a long time since I have written to you], and so forth. At the very
bottom, I wrote in very small letters that were barely visible: "Hold the back to the
fire." On the back side of the letter, I wrote using onion juice... That is completely
[invisible]... You have heard about that right?
[Interviewer 2] Uh huh...
[H. Chitjian] They took the letter, they read it in the Turkish, there was nothing... At
that point, they were about to have a meal... They were sitting there... I don't know if
they were making shish kebab or something…[light from the flame]... They saw that
66

This is the “onion skin” letter. See A Hair’s Breadth from Death, Ch. 29, pg. 238-241.
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this side started turning red... That's when they read that Hampartzoum is in Persia...
That he is working for Sahlahree Houmayoun... The name, the place... I had written more,
but I have forgotten... So they [nephew] gave me the letter that I had written [in onion
skin]...
[Interviewer 2] Can I see that letter?
[H. Chitjian] Is it worth reading it? [Mockingly]
[Interviewer 2] I think it's worth reading it. Have you catalogued it or do we have to
look for it?
[H. Chitjian] We have to look for it.
[Interviewer 2] OK. Then let's do something more general...
[H. Chitjian] [Indistinct]
[Interviewer 2] I know, I have seen it already. 67 Let's instead do something more
general. Now, you sent some of these letters here--to your brothers, right?
[H. Chitjian] Yeah... From Persia, Baghdad, Mosul, Der Zor, Haleb, France, Cuba, Mexico...
[Interviewer 2] And they have these letters in their possession...
[H. Chitjian] Yes, they have them. [Indistinct]
[Interviewer 2] Are there others that you have received?
[H. Chitjian] I believe there are. Now, the brother who had that letter... That brother
[twin Kaspar] died [in 1983]... [Indistinct]
[Interviewer 2] So they kept most of these letters.
[H. Chitjian] Uh huh...
[Interviewer 2] I would also like to say... They, in turn, sent letters to you [in 1921],
right?
[H. Chitjian] Who?
That letter was recorded, along with the entire Chitjian collection, on Zoryan Collection
microfiche. The original was returned to Hampartzoum but unfortunately disappeared during a
subsequent cataloguing effort with the help of a priest. The only extant copy remains in the
Zoryan microfiche collection.
67
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[Interviewer 2] Did your brothers send you letters?
[H. Chitjian] Did my brothers send me letters?
[Interviewer 2] Yes.
[H. Chitjian] I don't have those. 68
[Interviewer 2] So you don't have those. So these are all the ones that you sent.
[H. Chitjian] Yes. My brother Kaspar, my twin brother, who was with the government
official in Kharpert and who went somewhere near Bolis... 69 He stayed there... He
apparently stayed with the Turk until 1919... That's about the time my brother wrote
letters...[to our brothers in Chicago].
[Interviewer 2] So these letters are mostly letters sent from Turkey or from Persia... That
is they are your letters...
[H. Chitjian] They're letters from Turkey and Persia...
[Interviewer 2] Your brothers saved these for years...
[H. Chitjian] Uh huh...
[Interviewer 2] And they gave them to you when you reunited?
[H. Chitjian] No. They [Levon, Bedros’ son] brought and gave them to me a few
months ago.
[Interviewer 2] Oh, only a few months ago [in 1987].
[H. Chitjian] About the time that you came here.
[Interviewer 2] When I came a few months ago... OK. [Looks around] Umm, now I
don't know how we're supposed to proceed... With this... I wonder if it's worth reading
a few letters...
[H. Chitjian] You know, whatever letter my hand touches... I have put only two letters
here... The others... My twin brother's letter, there isn't much...

Hampartzoum was only in possession of a small portion of the hundreds of letters that were
written between his brothers.
69 This location is known from the letters as Bursa.
68
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[Interviewer 2] Fine, I don't want that... So you're saying that this letter speaks to your
heart... 70
[H. Chitjian] Huh?
[Interviewer 2] This letter speaks to your heart...
[H. Chitjian] I had written this from Persia...
[Interviewer 2] Very good, then let's read this one because it is related to what we have
said, right? [looking back]

When interviewers come with their own agenda, they confuse the train of thought of the
survivor.

70
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[H. Chitjian] I was in Michael Hagopian's house... Salpi, do you remember? I don't
think you remember... Do you remember? When I was in Dr. Mikail's house... A little
while ago I said that he would ask me to secretly buy bread... I would divide them [the
loaf] into four pieces and distribute them to others [destitute Armenians, Kurds, and
Turks... One day, my brother came and knocked on the door with another boy [Hagop
Holopigian] [interviewer busy with letters]... I opened the door and saw a destitute

Figure 17: Hagop Holopigian

person... [interviewer gets up, H.
Chitjian looks surprised and stops]...
[Interviewer 2] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] What happened?

Figure 18: Dr. Mikhail and family

[Female voice from behind]
[H. Chitjian] I saw a destitute person next to [Hagop Holopigian]... I handed one piece
of bread for the destitute person... I had taken two pieces... I gave the destitute person a
second piece of bread, he didn't take it... [interviewer arranging letters] I offered a
second piece. Again he didn't take it. I asked why he's not taking it. He [Hagop] replied:
"Why don't you look at his face and see who he is?" When he looked up, I saw that it
was my brother Kerop...
[Interviewer 2] Oh...
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[H. Chitjian] I had not seen him for [two] years [since 1915]. I left him in Kharpert and
fled to Persia. When I went to Persia, he was on mind... This tormented me... From
Persia I went to Baghdad, from Baghdad I went to Mosul, Der Zor... I stayed in Haleb
for a year until I had him brought there...[in 1923].
[Conversation interrupted; tape jumps to another scene; H. Chitjian poring over
letters] 71
[H. Chitjian] When I was in Persia, I always thought that they killed my brother in
my place. [reading and preoccupied with a letter; speaking in a distracted way while
looking for something in letters] 72 In his [indistinct]... Very, very pitiful...
[Reading from a letter] It says: "At night..." This is [indistinct] the third... We're on the
third page... We learn from the other page... I don't know... It says here: "At night, I see
in my dreams that they have put my brother in jail." [breaks again] I saw a dream that...
outside Baghdad... Oh, I wrote this from Baghdad... I wrote it from Baghdad... "Outside
Baghdad, in the desert... Myself, Kaspar, Kerop, Nshan, and my father were there..." I'm
supposed to be seeing this in my dream... 73
[Interviewer 2] Sure...
[H. Chitjian] [Reading from the letter] "There was a straw-covered place where they had
jailed Kerop. Kaspar, my brother, was the jailer. Kerop hadn't heeded my father's word and
that's why they had jailed him. When I arrived, my little brother Nishan said that Kerop is there.
Immediately, I extended my hand to Kerop, and Kerop, sitting... I saw he had passed out..."
Kerop was sitting and was passed out. [Reading again] "I asked him how many days he had
been jailed. He said 'for three days.' I asked who jailed him. He said Kaspar jailed him.
I took my father and Kerop out and I said: 'I have cooked pilaf. Here have some.' My
father became afraid of me and said: 'He has brought pilaf for Kerop. Don't kill me.' At that
point, I started hitting Kaspar with my feet and hands and slamming him against the walls. My
father fled. I beat Kaspar thoroughly and then let him go. I went after my father to beat him also
Hampartzoum related the sequence of episodes about his responsibility towards his “younger
brother.” His story jumped five years hence when he was reunited with Kerop. When he parted
from Kerop, Hampartzoum though that the Turks would punish Kerop because he had escaped
out of Turkey from 1921-1923. This particular letter reminded him how much he had
tormented himself with worry about Kerop while he was in Tabriz
72 Hampartzoum is aware he has unwittingly switched episodes and is trying to realize and
rectify his error
73 Again another dream. While he was confined in Tabriz, he began to feel guilty about
abandoning Kerop in Kharpert. He feared Kerop might be charged for not telling Turkish
authorities about his [Hampartzoum’s] disappearance.
71
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but I couldn't find him. I returned and resumed beating Kaspar. There was a man standing
there. I made Kaspar repent." That is I made him say that he won't do it again [laughs]. "Finally
I went to my father and told him [indistinct] to write my dream. I looked for a [indistinct name]
quarter in Kharpert. I saw that my father was really scared. He had shriveled. And with his
friend... After beating I went out a little and [indistinct]..."
What does this say? "I woke up. What happened to my brother Kerop? Tonight...
However, brothers, however pitiful I have written, I have not written a quarter of it... For me,
exile, destitution, hunger, nakedness, poverty are like brothers and sisters. It is as if they are my
family and relatives. They never leave me. Only my yearning for you, [my brothers], especially
for Kerop, devastate me." 74
I wrote these in Turkish, that's why I can't read it. I have written other
emotional letters, but where are they?
You have to read the letters about Kerop so that you see how emotionally I have
written about Kerop 75... From Persia until Haleb... In every one of my letters... I say:
"I wish I could hold his hand. I wish I had to beg door to door. I wish I had lost one
eye. I wish God blinded me in one eye and made me see my brother with my other eye."
[Looking at letter interviewer is holding] Where is it? I put it here a little while ago so
that I can read it to you.
[Interviewer 2] Uh huh...
[H. Chitjian] [Reading from letter in Turkish] "Sizi on iki ay gor... Gelir gecher..." [I have
not seen you for 12 months... They come and go...]
[H. Chitjian shuffling and poring through letters without speech] 76
[Interviewer 2] [Indistinct] Perhaps it's better if we read one written in Ottoman
because it'll be difficult to find the next page [from the previous letter] among these. 77
[Interviewer shuffling through letters] Let's pick one of these. We had arranged a few of
them the last time, but...
[H. Chitjian gets up, bends down to look at letter closely]
Hampartzoum was disturbed by violent nightmares, such as this one related in Letter #243;
reliving many of these memories, until the end of his life.
75 Even after they built new lives in America, Hampartzoum and Kerop were never able to have
the close brotherly affection that Hampartzoum had longed for…
76 Having only recently received the letters, Hampartzoum was confronted with memories of his
most horrific ordeals, spelled out in his own hand, reliving them often for the first time in 65
years.
77 At this stage, the letters in the collection had not been sorted nor catalogued.
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[Interviewer 2] Could we look at this together, if possible?
[H. Chitjian] Huh?
[Interviewer 2] Could we read this for example? When was this written?
[H. Chitjian] You wrote that [referring to note stuck on letter]...
[Interviewer 2] Yes, the date?
[Voice from outside: "That's not a date."]
[H. Chitjian] [Brings poster from behind and points at a portion of the poster] On this
one... It writes: "Dear Nerses, it is not easy to remember..." It's written to be read next to
this. [Salpi helps H. Chitjian hold up the poster]
This Nerses was the chairman who...[in a committee to accompany the Catholicos while
at the 1985 Washington D.C. convention]. When the Catholicos was walking... He went
with Mandalian and... 78

Figure 19: Newspaper articles and program of the convention.

[Interviewer 2] Uh huh...
Hampartzoum refers to the visit to Washington D.C. to commemorate the 70th anniversary of
the Armenian genocide in 1985.
78
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[H. Chitjian] Umm, the Catholicos... This is that Nerses... I have written to him... He's
my uncle's [Dickran Amo’s youngest] son... This is that Nerses... I wrote here [reading
from poster]... "Dagha yazidim bir aghiz beni/Jennet hak olsun, sene hak olsun, unutma
beni/Jennet bulbul gibi, ozgelmisim seni/Hak kavushtursun ben ilen seni/Ah kardashlarim
aghlayoup bu mektebu yazarim." [rhyming lines in folk Turkish: "I wrote in a single breath,
May you deserve to go to Paradise, do not forget me/I miss you like the nightingale of
Paradise/May God reunite us again/Oh, my brothers I write this letter while crying.]
You understand Turkish, right?
[Interviewer 2] Yes, "I write this letter while crying..." Can you explain what you have
written?
[H. Chitjian] Huh?
[Interviewer 2] Can you explain what you have written?
[H. Chitjian] Can I explain? Yeah... There are Turkish words that I have forgotten what
they mean. I only know... It says [reading off the poster] "sevgili biraderimiz..." [our dear
brother] Where is that? 79
[Interviewer 2] It's here [points at location] It says "sevgili biraderim."
[H. Chitjian] It says "sevgili" there also. That's different. Here it is. That's the one I was
reading... He has written a letter... "Bir aghiz meni..." I don't know what that means... I
don't know what "meni" means. [Reads very slowly] "Jennet suarsan, unutma beni..." It
means "don't forget me." I don't know why I wrote this... "Jennet bulbul..." "I miss you
like the bird of Paradise..."
[Interviewer 2] You probably wrote "Jennet seversen" ["if you like Paradise"]... There are
orthographic issues, you know...
[H. Chitjian] This must be "Jennet seversen..."
[Interviewer 2] It must be "seversen..." "If you like..." "If you like the right to go to
Paradise..."

After 65 years, Hampartzoum was not able to read many of the letters that he himself had
written in Ottoman Turkish, having lost the ability to read the script or translate the words.
More so, he himself had forgotten the intensity of guilt that he felt if something had happened
to Kerop. He not only felt that Kerop would not be able to fend for himself if something had
happened in Turkey, but also that Kerop might be punished for Hampartzoum’s escape.
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[H. Chitjian] "Unutma beni..." "Don't forget me..."
[Interviewer 2] Yes "don't forget me..."
[H. Chitjian] Here I have written "I miss you like the bird of Paradise." I can figure it
out after reading it for a while. However, my mind can't [recall] while I'm reading it.
[Interviewer 2] What do you mean by "ozkemishim..."
[H. Chitjian] "Ozkemishim" [ozlemishim] means "I miss..." "I miss you..." God...
[Interviewer 2] "Paradise like bulbul..." In other words, "like a bird..."
[H. Chitjian] "I miss you..."
[Interviewer 2] "Jennet bulbul gibi oksemishim seni..." "I miss you like the bulbul of
Paradise..."
[H. Chitjian] "Hak kavushtursun..." "May God..." "Kavushtursun..." Umm... "Reunite you
and me..."
[Interviewer 2] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] "Akh..." I say "akh..." "Kardashlarim aghlayip yazarim mektoubou..."
[Interviewer 2] "Akh, my brothers, I write this letter while I cry..."
[H. Chitjian] Huh, huh... [Reading off the letter on poster] "I sent a copy of this piece to
Dikran Amo's son, Nerses..." This is that Nerses who... I don't know, his story... Nobody
liked [Dickran Amo]...
[Interviewer 2] [Indistinct] [turning to the back and smiling] about that...
[H. Chitjian] Where do you begin... What do you do...
[End of Tape 1]
[Begin Tape 2]
[H. Chitjian] When the Americans... It was around 1918... When they came, they raised
the hopes of the Armenians that they were saved. That was wrong... At that time, we
started writing letters in Armenian. There are two or three letters that I have written in
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Armenian, without saying what the Turks were doing to us. 80 I have not written that at
all... I have written such things... We knew that they would censor them... But we wrote
letters in Armenian several times... Then we saw that no... Two years... It did not last
even a year... Again, they started to [treat Armenians] harshly. They started rounding
up anyone who had not forgotten his Armenian identity. They rounded them up for
the military, they gave trouble, they refused to give jobs, they beat people up, they
put people in jail... They did everything... That's why we started writing in Turkish.
Consequently, I have at least ten letters written from Kharpert in Armenian, but I
have a hundred that are all in Turkish.
[Interviewer 2] Now could you... [I suppose] that's why there are two types of letters:
Armenian and Turkish...
[H. Chitjian] Yes. That's when we began to fear [being identified as Armenian]...
[Interviewer 2] You have written these letters with your own hand? Correct?
[H. Chitjian] I have written them with my own hand...
[Interviewer 2] Because sometimes the style changes... The handwriting, umm, varies
sometimes...
[H. Chitjian] The handwriting varies a lot... My Armenian [writing]... When I write
something while I'm upset a little, it may not even be readable...
[Interviewer 2] Could you look at this for example and tell us what you have written
in this letter?
[O. Chitjian] Is it in Armenian?
[Interviewer 2] It's in Ottoman.
[H. Chitjian] [Reading letter] Sevgili biraderim [My dear brother], Bedros Effendi... I
have written this to my elder brother. Olan...
[Interviewer 2] Evelan... “First”...
[H. Chitjian] See now? [laughs] When there is someone with me I can [read]... This is
mahsus...
[Interviewer 2] Yes, mahsus... “Specially”...

During that time, all letters were censored and reference to the destruction, torture, killing,
confiscation of property, etc did not leave Turkey. Thus, the outside world was kept unaware of
the destruction and the planting of the seeds of denial fifty years hence.
80
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[H. Chitjian] Mahsus selam ederim “I send my special greetings”... Khatirinizi sual
ederim “How have you been?”... Eger siz de bizleri sual ederseniz, hamd olsun,
shimdilik “If you ask about us, thank God, for now” [trying to read]...I don't know
this... [Indistinct] I don't know... Biz bizim ichin dushunuyoruz ki, ajebe, birbire
kavushurturur... Kavushturajak? Jeneb? “We are wondering whether God will reunite
us.”
[Interviewer 2] Jenabi Hak, “God”...
[H. Chitjian] Jenabi Hak?
[Interviewer 2] Uhuh..
[H. Chitjian] [Indistinct] Yaz ederim “I write”... Jeneb... “Something”... [Trying to read]
Dunya goz ile birbirize kavushtursun... That you understand correctly, right?
[Interviewer 2] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] [I hope] we can be reunited [while] we see [we are still alive in] this world.
[Interviewer 2] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] Nasib eylesun, amin “May God grant us that fortune”... You know what
that means also, right?
[Interviewer 2] No...
[H. Chitjian] Nasib... [Turns to Ovsanna on right] You know what nasib means in
Turkish right? Nasib means luck [fortune]. Nasib eylesun Jenabi Hak... Nasib
eylesun... Sevgili kardashum, biz ichun hich maraz etmeyeseniz [My dear brother, do
not worry about us]... Biz iki kardashlar [Us two brothers]... Bir de Altoon Bahgee [And
Altoon Bahgee]... That's my uncle's wife... Duruyorukh [Are here]... Two brothers and
Altun Bahgee are with... Giragos ile [with Giragos]... [Indistinct] Giragos... Margarite ile
[with Margarite]... Oh, Kerop ile [with Kerop]... Kerop is my brother...
[Interviewer 2] Uhuh...
[H. Chitjian] Kerop ile Margarite mektebe gidiyorlar [Kerop and Margarite are going to
school]... Chok iyidirler, selam ederler [They are very well, they send their greetings]...
[Interviewer 2] Could you translate that? [Looks around]
[H. Chitjian] Margarite is my uncle's[Alexan Amo’s] wife. 81
[O. Chitjian] His daughter...[Ovsanna corrects Hampartzoum.]
Alexan Amo was seven generations removed. He was a feydaeen and was killed at the same
time as Fedayeen Avedo was killed.
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[H. Chitjian] Umm... Here is Margarite [looking for a picture on the table]. Where is it?
This is Margarite [points to a picture]. This is Altoon Bahgee, this is Kerop, this is me.
[O. Chitjian] Is she his daughter or wife?
[Interviewer 2] Can we show this [to the
camera]? I think it is interesting.
[H. Chitjian] The world would be mine if
he can show it...
[Interviewer 2] This is Margarite, right?
[pointing at picture on poster]
[H. Chitjian] That's Margarite, yeah...
[Interviewer 2] This is Kerop...
[H. Chitjian] That's Altoon Bahgee...
[Interviewer 2] That's...
[H. Chitjian] That--the second one--is
Kerop, my brother...
[Interviewer 2] [Pointing at picture]
[H. Chitjian] And that's me.
[Interviewer 2] And that's you. Who is
this lady?

Figure 20: (left to right) Margarite, Rahan (behind) Altoon Bahgee
(front), Kerop, and Hampartzoum in Sako Malahsee, 1920.

[H. Chitjian] That's another woman [a girl
between 12 and 13 years old], Rahan, who is a relative from my father's side. The
Kurds had abducted her. They killed her baby while she was giving birth to it. She had
lost her mind. She kept taking out her breasts pretending to give milk to her baby.
They placed the poor woman [girl] with me. 82
[Interviewer 2] Should we continue with this letter? [Indistinct] Where were we? Chok
iyi...
[H. Chitjian] [Trying to read] [Indistinct] Hepsinize, “to all of you”?
[Interviewer 2] Yes, probably.
[H. Chitjian] Ve... [Indistinct] Ellerinden, “your hands”... [Indistinct] Ben ,“I”...
Rahan was placed in Hampartzoum’s care temporarily while he lived in Sako Malahsee. She
was Godmother Jouar’s daughter, Zaruhy’s sister.
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[Interviewer 2] Daha burda...
[H. Chitjian] Bir kach gun...
[Interviewer 2] Ben daha bir kach gun...
[H. Chitjian] Huh...
[Interviewer 2] Bir kach gun sonra... “A few days later...”
[H. Chitjian] Kundurajilikliya... Gidejeyim, “I will go to work as a shoe repairman for a
few more days...”
[Interviewer 2] Gondereceye...
[H. Chitjian] Gidejeyim... [Indistinct] Okumaya, “to read”... Ve bir de bir kach gun,
“and another few days”...
[Interviewer 2] Sonra... “Again... Later...”
[H. Chitjian] Huh? [Trying to read] Para, “money”...
[Interviewer 2] [Trying to read] Until here... Let's see if there is something in the back.
[H. Chitjian] Azizim... Akhur...
[Interviewer 2] Azizim eyer...
[H. Chitjian] Haghuni ichun...
[Interviewer 2] Aghavni...
[H. Chitjian] Aghavni, yeah... That's my aunt...
[Interviewer 2] Oh, she's your aunt...
[H. Chitjian] See how I have forgotten... A-ghav-ni... That's correct.
[Interviewer 2] Aghavni ichin...
[H. Chitjian] Aghavni ichun, “About Aghavni”... [trying to read]
[Interviewer 2] Sorarsiniz ise...
[H. Chitjian] Sorarsiniz ise, onu, “if you ask”...
[Interviewer 2] Ona...
[H. Chitjian] Ona...
[Interviewer 2] Ona da...
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[H. Chitjian] Bir kach mektub yazdim, “If you ask about Aghavni, I wrote her a few
letters also”... Zhouavi yaziyor ki bizim, “Zhouavi writes that we”...
[Interviewer 2] Rahat...
[H. Chitjian] Rahat? Aferim, “Bravo”... Rahat, “Comfortable”... [Indistinct]
[Interviewer 2] [Indistinct]
[H. Chitjian] Pushman olurum, “I regret”... I couldn't read this by myself... If you read
it slowly you can understand, but...
[Interviewer 2] It cannot be read in a
minute. One has to go over it a few
times...
[H. Chitjian] [Indistinct] for me to read...
[Interviewer 2] Yes, but it takes time...
[H. Chitjian] Marti... Marta Bahgee... 83
[Interviewer 2] [Indistinct]
[H. Chitjian] Orda... Orada... Ola... Oladir, “she is there”...
[Interviewer 2] [Indistinct]
[H. Chitjian] [Indistinct] yazmishim, “I
wrote earlier”... Aghavni oghli, “Aghavni's
son”...
[Interviewer 2] Oghlu...
[H. Chitjian] Oghlu... [trying to read]

Figure 21: Kegham, Kerop, and Hampartzoum in Mezreh, 1918.

[Interviewer 2] [Indistinct]
[H. Chitjian] Kavushak, “We are reunited”... selam eder... Cumlesinize “Altoon sends
her greetings to all of you”...
[Interviewer 2] Uhuh...
[H. Chitjian] Ve hasretleri sual eder, “And says how much she misses you”... Oghlanin,
“the boy”... 84

83
84

Dickran Amo’s sister.
Possibly Kegham, Marta’s son. Both remained in Perri.
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[Interviewer 2] Ve oghlanin...
[H. Chitjian] Gozlerinden oper, “She kisses the eyes of the boy”... Ve bir rija, “And a
request”... Rijas...
[Interviewer 2] Uhuh...
[H. Chitjian] Rija ediyor ki mektub yazsun, “She asks that he writes letters”...
[Interviewer 2] Kendine...
[H. Chitjian] Kendine, “To her”... Ve bir de Sarili Giragos'un... Anasi chokh selam eder
jumlesinize ve oghlanin geuzlerinden euper ve de hal, “Also, Sarili Giragos's mother
sends her greetings to all of you and kisses the eyes of the boy”... Para gondersun, “He
should send money”... Gonderi... Biz, “We”... [Indistinct] What's this?
[Interviewer 2] Biz... This?
[H. Chitjian] [Trying to read]...
[Interviewer 2] Osmanli [Ottoman]...
[H. Chitjian] Where is "Osmanli"?
[Interviewer 2] Here...
[H. Chitjian] Osmanli lira [Ottoman lira]...
[Interviewer 2] She wants money... Osmanli lira...
[H. Chitjian] Bor... This is bor... [Indistinct] berdik...
[Interviewer 2] Verdik...
[H. Chitjian] Yeah... Verdik ki “We gave”... [Indistinct]... Selam ederler “They send their
greetings”... Gira...
[Interviewer 2] Gira...
[H. Chitjian] Chuvar oghlu bizim hem, “Son of Chuvar, our”... Manik...
[Interviewer 2] Manoog, Manoog...
[H. Chitjian] Yeah... Manoog... Gaziztsi?
[Interviewer 2] Nazliji or something like that...
[H. Chitjian] Nazliji ilen, “with Manoog Nazliji”...
[Interviewer 2] [Indistinct]
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[H. Chitjian] Eylesun... Yazar... Mirak... Mirak... [trying to read]
[Interviewer 2] Mayram ile senin, “Mayram and your”... Mayrin... It must be a name...
Sayrin? Mayrin? Mayrig ile, “With Mayrig”...
[H. Chitjian] Rij...
[Interviewer 2] Rija eder ki, “Requests that”...
[H. Chitjian] Gozlerinden...
[Interviewer 2] Gozlerinden...
[H. Chitjian] Gozlerinden opesin, “you kiss his eyes”...
[Interviewer 2] It says "kiss for her"...
[H. Chitjian] [Indistinct]...
[Interviewer 2] The contents of the letters are mostly greetings, right? You are
sending your greetings and saying that you are fine. Right?
[H. Chitjian] Yeah...
[Interviewer 2] Often there are certain complaints, right?
[H. Chitjian] At that time, I couldn't write anything else, except that we're fine,
we're alive, we need money... That we're alive that day... Just to show that we're
alive and we're here...
[Interviewer 2] There are very few collections of personal letters like this. Now, did all
your brothers have these letters and did they give them to you a few months ago?
[O. Chitjian] Yeah, one brother...
[H. Chitjian] One brother...
[Interviewer 2] Only one of them gave you...
[H. Chitjian] Yeah, one of them...
[Interviewer 2] The other brothers...
[H. Chitjian] The wife of one of them kept them... The others degenerated
[assimilated]...
[Interviewer 2] Which brother of yours...
[H. Chitjian] We were five brothers...
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[Interviewer 2] Which brother gave them to you?
[H. Chitjian] This...
[Interviewer 2] Which brother's wife gave these to you?
[H. Chitjian] My eldest brother’s [Bedros’s son, Levon]...
[Interviewer 2] There is something interesting... Through whom did you send these
letters or how did you receive your letters?
[H. Chitjian] There is the envelope... You see the envelope... 598 South Indiana... The
other day I went with Zaruhy and we saw it together... 598 South Indiana... And 543
Euclid Avenue... East Los Angeles... That's where I came...
[Interviewer 2] However, when you were sending the letters, for example from
Kharpert or other places, through whom did you send them?
[H. Chitjian] I would drop them at the post office and they would go.
[Interviewer 2] The post office... The Ottoman mail service [in Mezreh]...

Figure 22: Renovated Post Office in Mezreh on Pahpuryolee Road, 2008. Remains of original building on right.
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[H. Chitjian] Yeah, yeah...
[Interviewer 2] And how did you receive letters? The same way?
[H. Chitjian] I had purchased a box in the post office... From the villages of Kharpert...
Ten to 15 villages from around, they would come... Armenian women... They would
give me two kooroosh so that I would write [their] letters... They would come to see if
an answer had arrived to their letters... They would also pay two kooroosh for me to
read them [their letters]... I read the letters that arrived. That way, I made some
money... 85 [Indistinct]
[Interviewer 2] You did not learn Ottoman [Turkish] in Armenian school...
[H. Chitjian] No...
[Interviewer 2] You learned it later...
[H. Chitjian] In the Armenian school they only taught the alphabet. They had just
started teaching the alphabet.
[Interviewer 2] Where exactly did you learn Ottoman Turkish? Who taught you
Ottoman Turkish?
[H. Chitjian] Umm.. Do you mean reading and writing?
[Interviewer 2] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] I told you about my [Uncle Alexan’s] wife, [Altoon Baghee]... She washed
the clothes of the next door neighbors... She also took care of the women, when they
got sick or when they had babies... She helped them make food in their homes and so
forth... She maintained good neighborly relations... One reason we didn't die was
because of her. It was because of that woman that we were saved. The [Turkish]
women did not talk to us. It was considered namahrem [unacceptable]. Those people,
when they saw me writing and reading letters... The [son of a Turkish neighbor] taught
me how to write and what to write [in a letter format]... So that my writing would
improve... So that it would be legible... After that, there were times when I wrote a
poem... Those places where I talk about birds and so forth... That's a poem...
[Interviewer 2] Yes, that was clearly a poem...
[H. Chitjian] They taught me and I wrote. That's how it was. That's how I learned.
[Interviewer 2] I don't know if you have anything final to say about these letters, or
anything important that we didn't think about...

85

In Sako Malahsee. See A Hair’s Breadth from Death, Ch. 28, pg. 209-213.
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[H. Chitjian] About these letters... It would be good if I had the opportunity... If I see...
This man who promised me... If he comes... Many times... There was another person
called Stepan... They told me that he knows Turkish well... I called him... He didn't
come... He said: "You have Turkish letters, what will you read, what will you do?" He
said that "there is nothing there that we can take out 86... Something about what
happened then... You have written letters about your misery..." So he didn't come...
What would he have lost? I made a request... An old man... He was young... He said
that he was 68...
[Interviewer 2] That man?
[H. Chitjian] Yeah... When he came, I thought he was young... He supposedly knew...
In truth, he didn't have time... He taught me a few things, but he said he didn't have
time...
[Interviewer 2] Good... I thank you for your patience...
[H. Chitjian] I'm the one who is happy, because you came... [laughs] Look...
[Shows a placard inscribed with yeraz te iraganutyun, “dream or reality.” This... When
we celebrated our 80th birthday... Kaspar and I had never celebrated [our birthday] in
our old age... We would celebrate only our name days... When we celebrated our 80th
birthday... At that time I wrote this [placard] and took it... There were people... There
were at least 150-200 people... None of them looked to see what was written on it.
There was only a [few who were interested]... He was a former priest... No he was a
vartabed [archimandrite]... He got married and left the [clergy]... He came out and
said: "Do you know what it says here? The man had a dream that he would see
and reunite with his brothers." My other brothers were gone... Only myself and my
twin were left. He went away [died] four years ago [in May 1983]... Four months later,
he took my son with him [in October 1983], [gestures hand in resignation]... [Stops for
a few seconds, resumes in trembling voice]
Now that is what it is... For me, this [pointing at a photo]... If they had struck me with
a knife, it wouldn't have hurt me as much as... I wrote this letter to give to the
Catholicos.
[Interviewer 2] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] I wrote here... Do you want to hear what I say? Let me read... I wrote this
to the Catholicos so that I could give it to him... 87 The Armenian Film Foundation...
They invited the Catholicos somewhere... Deukmejian was also there. Hagop was also
To censor for political content.
Catholicos Vasken I was the only cleric in whom Hampartzoum had faith. Hampartzoum
wanted to receive the Catholicos’ Blessing (similar to the Last Rites) so that Hampartzoum
could die with peace of mind.

86
87
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there... Hagopig, the doctor's son... 88 He was also there. I told the doctor's son:
"Hagopig, now you will help me." He asked what I wanted him to do. I said: "I have
written a letter to give to the Catholicos. I know that they will not let me go in."
Because I could see that... We went to the dinner in Century City, they didn't let us get
close to [the Catholicos]. They drove him away... They took him and, yallah, they
went... So I said: "Hagopig, so that they don't do that again..." We were downstairs. We
were supposed to go up. We were supposed to go up on the escalator. Ovsanna said
that she's afraid to get on the escalator and that she'll go up on the elevator. [The
Catholicos] was next to the escalator. I said: "Hagopig, I will not forgive you if you don't
give [me an opportunity]..." Because [the Catholicos] had introduced [Hagopig's] film...
They showed his film there. They showed the film about Cilicia, they showed other
films...
[Interviewer 2] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] I said "Hagopig..." He said: "Yes, of course, this is my day. I'm here. I will
show the film. I will be with the Catholicos." The pictures are here, with the
Catholicos. [Pointing at the picture] See, this is Hagopig and this is the Catholicos. My
head is just behind the Catholicos's head. This is Deukmejian's wife. Ovsanna's head
is behind Deukmejian's head. So, you see how close we are [to the Catholicos]?
[Interviewer 2] Yeah...
[H. Chitjian] When we went upstairs and sat down for dinner... When it was over, the
Catholicos got up and told everyone where he has been and what he has done... He
was about to leave... When he was about to go downstairs, I told Hagopig: "I told you
downstairs, I'm telling you now again..." He said: "Yeah, yeah, I'll give it to him now."
[Snapping his hands] He was gone the next moment. That's the Catholicos for you...
That's Hagopig for you... That's [indistinct] for you... Now, here is what I have written
here... Listen well.
"Respectfully, Holy Father:
I am ten years older than you. I have been punished by ten thousand tribulations of
many kinds. Under that cross on your chest is a heart. Put your hand on your heart and
ask your conscience: Is it possible for you to talk to me? So that you can open my heart
and give me a message of consolation, so that I can take it to my father and all the
[Genocide] victims."
I wanted to see...
[Interviewer 2] If he would talk to you...

88

Referring to J. Michael Hagopian.
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[H. Chitjian] Even going to Heaven would not make me as happy as talking to him.
Because he was the first man... By seeing the man in the face... As a clergyman... My
father and the [people] of yergeer only [respect] him... The others [indistinct]... For
me... I don't know about others... Here there is... I took this from the paper... I think I
clipped it from Asbarez. All the papers had published it... Yes, I clipped it from
Asbarez... All the papers had published it... [Reading from the clipping] "The primates
of the Cilician See visit with Catholicos Vazken I." So I read here... It says: "Nerses
Chitjian and Vatche Mandelian..." I don't know who this is, but Nerses is [my] uncle's
son who... [Turns and points at picture on poster] I sent him... A year ago... A few
months ago, I sent him [indistinct]... This is that Nerses... [Returning to clipping] It
says here: "A heart-rending article. Holy Father..." I had written this to the
Catholicos... "Put your hand on your heart and conscience..." I wanted to see if he
would talk to me. It didn't happen.
"Holy Father:
"The Nerses who visited you, Nerses Chitjian, is my relative. His grandfather was
Priest Der Nerses. [The Turks] found in his house two teneke [tin boxes] full of barut
[gunpowder]."
[Interviewer 2] Explosives...
[H. Chitjian] Gunpowder... They called it barut in Turkish. In yergeer, if you were
found to possess barut, they would kill you... They would kill you even if you had only
a knife. Anyhow, they called it barut. [continues to read writing]
"I remember, it is still fresh in my mind, they had beaten him [Avedo Feydaheen]. He
was covered in dried blood, just like my father." [Looking at interviewer] They were
both in prison and they had beaten them. [Continues to read]
"At that horrible time of savagery, poverty and slavery, a priest with that mindset was
commendable. A noble mind, a broad forehead, good ideas, and helpful to the nation...
This man has taken the position of his grandfather. 89 One wishes that, if there was
some consensus, I could see a good light in my last days. I am certain in my heart that
there is and there will be complete good will inside you. I am hopeful that you will bring
about a day when there will be harmonious unity, that both you and I will see it, and
that I will be able to take good tidings to my parents. With sacred [mournful] feelings,
Hampartzoum."
Now this is a poignant letter, right?
[Interviewer 2] [Indistinct]

89

Nerses Chitjian was the grandson of Der Nerses Chitjian, a priest in Ismiel.
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[H. Chitjian] But, they did not let me give it [to him]. Here, what should I tell you now
[showing the clipping]?
[Interviewer 2] It happens...
[H. Chitjian] When you look at his [the Archbishop’s] face, would you say he is
Armenian? [brief silence, Interviewer 2 getting up] Look, we [Hampartzoum and
Michael] stand right behind him [showing the picture from the clipping].
[Interviewer 2] Yes. You should have walked up and talked to him. Why did you ask
someone else? [Interviewer 1 replacing Interviewer 2]
[H. Chitjian] Look, what I say here... Let me read this also and then you can leave.
[Interviewer 2] You should have walked up and talked to him. 90
[H. Chitjian] This picture...
[Interviewer 1] Go ahead and read...
[H. Chitjian] This picture reminds me of early 1915. When the Turkish... A little while
ago, I mentioned that Turkish policemen came and collected guns, right? The Turkish
policemen... My father was forced to hand us, four brothers, over to the Turk, to the
government--without looking back at us, without saying or kissing goodbye. Whatever
the soldiers drove out with the tip of their guns... Grief, yes... Here is a survivor and
his memory for you. A miserable moment that touches my heart... In [1915] also... In
late 1917 [meaning 1987]... "The same miserable moment... Just as they took
away my father without us seeing them, they took away the Catholicos without
me seeing him. That hurt me. I experienced the same miserable moments in late
1987, in a purely Armenian environment. I desired it so much, but in vain. Once
again, God shut out my desire. I asked myself: Why did you hold yourself back?
This is what I wrote: “Why did you hold yourself back? I thought that [rather
than] upsetting the happy face of the Holy Father, I should upset myself by the
posture of these degenerated leaders."
[Interviewer 1] Now, you...
[H. Chitjian] "The news of the Holy Father's visit [was sent by God to] me. I had very
strong feelings of yearning. I would prefer that to going to Heaven. After 87 years, [I
wanted] to shake the hand of the Holy Father, to embrace him, to kiss him, to touch
my heart with his, to hear his prayers... Who knows, in my last days, I would be able
to take to my father and all [Genocide] survivors a lofty gift with a happy heart. Also,
my daughter...Why I didn't go... Also, my daughter held me back. She said that the
Hampartzoum was brushed away by the clergy and members of the political organizations.
He did not want to make a scene by pushing and shouting. He wanted to be introduced
properly.

90
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Holy Father would be [visiting] in the [Ararat] home for the elderly two days later. She
said that he will be there and that there will be more opportunities [to talk to him]
there. If we went to the home for the elderly, there would be many opportunities for all
the elderly people [to talk to the Catholicos]. That also occurred to me. My daughter
reassured me. However, that also
turned out to be false. He didn't go
there either...
[Interviewer 1] Now, you wanted to
see the Catholicos so that for your
father, brother...
[H. Chitjian] I was going to show him
all these painful things... The
pictures, the clippings, the letters,
and so forth... Those are old
writings...
[Interviewer 1] Did you want him to
pray for you? Or...
[H. Chitjian] I just wanted to talk to
him... This Nerses... He didn't listen
to him... Nerses was the son of a [real]
man...
[Interviewer 1] Now, do you really
believe that, after your death, you will
meet your father and brothers?

Figure 23: Catholicos Vasken II

[H. Chitjian] No, no [shaking head].
[Interviewer 1] So you don't believe...
[H. Chitjian] No, no... I don't believe now... 91 Whatever we are used to, that goes until
death... But no... [Touching the interviewer's hand emphatically] If there is someone
who is ten times more hayaser [Armenophile] than the Catholicos by prayer... In the
midst of that fear... He [his father, Mardiros] would look at our faces... The entire
night... Every evening... Havadamk Khosdovanank is 24 stanzas... We would say it

Up to the age of 14, Hampartzoum was brought up in an extremely religious household. This
made a strong impact on his psyche. He had a strong respect for his father and his father’s
religious beliefs. After his personal experiences with the totality of the effects of the genocide,
he now had a personal quarrel with religious faith. Where was God? An utterance by all the
Armenian survivors.
91
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[every evening]... Then next would come der voghormya, and that would last another
half hour... Every evening before we went to bed...
[Interviewer 1] Do you believe in God now?
[H. Chitjian] Now I believe that... There can be no newspaper or paper without man,
right? There can be no paper without man. There cannot be earth and heaven without
a great power. There is a power and
they called it God.
[Interviewer 1] So how do you explain
that the Armenians were struck by this
catastrophe?
[H. Chitjian] How did it happen? [It
happened] because of disunity.
[Interviewer 1] The Armenians were
massacred because they were disunited?
[H. Chitjian] It was because of
disunity, 92 especially where we were
[geographically] [gets up]. The Turks and
the Kurds were close by.
[Interviewer 1] Do you believe in
vengeance [retribution]?
[H. Chitjian] And how... They say that
we should pillage the entire house of
anyone who steals a single chicken. How
else? [Pores over a newspaper] Look, I
wrote the same here. [Reads]
Figure 24: Hampartzoum, Kerop, Hmayag in Mezreh, circa 1918
"Reading my letters from my dark
days... Remembering and shedding tears... For disunited leaders and especially
clergymen, it is impossible to go to Heaven. Hell? Perhaps they would not even be
admitted there. They should come to me. I can give them visas with my emotions in
these letters in Turkish, so that they can go to jail in Turkey for six years, so that they
become hodjas and mullahs with turbans on their heads, so that they get a taste of
disunity. They should go for six years and come back, so that I can look at their faces
and forgive them."
[stops reading]

This sense of disunity was a common fear of his father: “If they [the Armenians]s don’t unite,
they [the Turks] will eat our heads.”
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[Interviewer 1] Do you ever see dreams?
[H. Chitjian] Now... I used to see dreams often in the past. I just saw a dream, my
brother was there... However, now all my dreams are about my son... Twenty-eight
[years of marriage]... He was 53 years old. He went and married a Russian [a White
Russian Mormon] girl. He tortured himself [shakes his hands]...
[Interviewer 1] What dreams did you have prior to that? Did you dream about the
catastrophe?
[H. Chitjian] They were always about the massacres. Always about massacres, always
about massacres... [The depths of] the gorge, there is no place to escape, water comes
down, the earth shakes [waves his hand in resignation]... 93
[Interviewer 1] If you had one wish to ask, what would it be?
[H. Chitjian] To go to Armenia and die there...
[Interviewer 1] Have you been to Armenia?
[H. Chitjian] Yeah, I have been there [in 1969]. My cousin [Hmayag Mouradian] is
there. This man is there [points at a picture on the green poster]. Him... He's also
around 75. [silence for a few seconds] I don't want my bones to be buried here in
America. If my daughter says... If my daughter agrees, [I would like] my bones to go
there [to Armenia]... [silence for a few seconds] 94
[Interviewer 1] There are pictures here [pointing at the green poster]. Where have
these pictures been taken?
[H. Chitjian] This one [pointing at a picture] has been taken in Kharpert. When the
Americans came...
[Interviewer 1] Are these your own clothes?
[H. Chitjian] No, I had worse clothes than these on me. They loaned me a jacket. I
wore it so that I look like something in the picture. I am with my brother here. This
[one, Hmayag] was in the orphanage. They kept them relatively clean in the
orphanage. He came from the orphanage... It was the orphanage run by the Germans.
This jacket I'm wearing belongs to someone else. However, this one is my own [jacket]
[pointing to the next picture]. When I wrote letters [in Sako Malahsee]...

Eastern Turkey is mountainous with steep gorges. Hampartzoum witnessed many Armenian
whose bodies were dumped into ravines or who were pushed down steep waterfalls.
94 The Chitjian family burial plot is located as close as was possible to the burial of his son at
Rose Hills Cemetery in Whittier, California.
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[Interviewer 1] Let me show another
poster... [shows another poster to camera]
[H. Chitjian] This one... Here it says... Ask
my brother, my twin brother where they
[indistinct] my father...
[Interviewer 1] You wrote here: "I am not
afraid of Hell. My life has gone through
Hell. Having suffered so much, I am still
afraid of suffering." What do you mean by
that?
[H. Chitjian] Now, you know what
suffering is? When you get out... Now, we
were five brothers... Each of us have two
children... You know some of them. When
you go to their house they say [in
English]: "What do you say uncle?" They
come and say "hi" and they go away. They
have [assimilated], right? When you go
out, you visit with the neighbors, they
have all assimilated. It [Armenian identity]
doesn't exist...

Figure 25: Kerop and Hampartzoum in Sako Malahsee

[Interviewer 1] So is that suffering for
you?

[H. Chitjian] Of course, of course, of course... Once [pointing to Salpi Ghazarian],
Salpi came and took me to her school [Holy Martyr’s Armenian School]. I wanted so
much to speak. However, the girl [Salpi]... I don't blame her... She can't understand
how old people think... She took me... I wanted to talk about life in yergeer, how good
our life was, how we pour water into the hands of our father for him to wash, how we
would do temende [saluting Arab style with his hand] when they gave us water, how
we would pay respect to and greet our elders when we came across them in the street,
how we would sit at the table with prayers... There were so many things I had in mind
to talk about, [Armenian family customs]... 95 She took me there... She brought the
kids... She put them in such a place... There were ten to 15 kids... I looked at them
and do you know what I started thinking?
[Interviewer 1] What?

The pre-genocide Armenian concept of family: life with a religious code of ethics and a
respect for elders.
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[H. Chitjian] I described this a little while ago... The blind man [Korr Mamoe] who took
me to his house... Do you remember it?
[Interviewer 1] Yes...
[H. Chitjian] I cried at night. He asked why I was crying. I said my brothers are there
[at the Mektab]. He said that he would take me there for me to see my brothers. Just
as Salpi took me [to the school], he [Korr Mamoe] took me there to my brothers. When
I went there... There were at least 150-200 [boys] there [when I left my brothers there].
[Now] there were only ten to 20 [boys] left. They were all the little ones. My brother was
sitting with a despondent look. My youngest brother had put his head on my other
brother's knee. When I saw the kids... 96 They were all confused, they didn't know what
to say.97
Anyhow, that's what I remembered when [I went to Holy Martyr’s school]. I
looked around me... What am I going to do... I lost myself. Then I said: "What am I
going to do? Take me home." [I was overcome with despair.] [looking at Salpi
Ghazarian] Who brought me home? Was it not you?
[Salpi Ghazarian] I don't know...
[Interviewer 1] What were the happiest days of your life?
[H. Chitjian] The happy days of my life... I think it was here a little while ago [shuffles
through papers on the table]. The happiest day... The first happy day I had in my life
[shuffling through papers on the
table]...
[Interviewer 1] It's fine, just say it...
[H. Chitjian] I told you about it a
little while ago... If you see the
picture now, you'll be happier. I wish
I could find it... I put it here, I can
show you [looking through papers]...
Here it is... The first, the first... What
does it say here [pointing at writing
on a sheet of paper]? This one says
Dixie Canyon. In the school...
[Interviewer 1] [Reading] "In my
Figure 26: Dixie Canyon Elementary, 1976.

These young children, sitting on the floor, starring up at him, waiting for him to say
something, brought Hampartzoum the helpless flashback of the first time that he was not able
to reassure his brothers of their own safety.
97 Kerop and Nishan made Hampartzoum feel as though he had abandoned them willfully.
Being their eldest brother, it was Hampartzoum’s duty to help them.
96
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life..."
[H. Chitjian] "The first..."
[Interviewer 1] "The first wonderful
and happy day..." Who is Dixie? 98
[H. Chitjian] This is my daughter
[pointing to a picture], and these
are the students in the school.
There were Armenians, Americans,
Jews, and so forth. There were at
least 20 to 25 of them. One day I
went there. It was the
Hampartzoum Day... She had
Figure 27: Hampartzoum and daughter Zaruhy.
[them] explaining what it meant
and what they do and so forth... She was talking... I was very happy and pleased...
[One evening] Zaroug said, "Let's go to my school." After the program was over, we
went there. We sat there... They opened [the curtain]... The students came out and
sang Armenian songs. On Hampartzoum Day, they [did] vijag [drawing of lots]... They
sang the vijag songs, drew lots and so forth... At the end, there were two girls in the
school...
[Starts reading from the sheet]
"My daughter taught the Armenian and non-Armenian students in the school Armenian
songs and reading and writing in Armenian. They sang Hampartzoum Yayla. Two boys
congratulated me with candles."

Figure 28: Hampartzoum being honored by the class at Dixie Canyon Elementary.
98

Dixie Canyon refers to an elementary school in Sherman Oaks, CA.
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Two boys came and
congratulated me [and
hugged me] on my name
day.
I say here:
"This was my most wonderful
day and was worth the
world."
[Interviewer 1] There is a
picture here [shows the
photograph of Hampartzoum
and Ovsanna on their
wedding day]. Can you tell us
what this picture is?
[H. Chitjian] [Looks at the
picture] When I say that was
my first joyous day...
[Pointing at the picture]
There is joy and happiness
here... The human
happiness is different...
However, at that time, as
much as I wanted to
[indistinct]...
[Interviewer 1] So whose
picture is this?
[H. Chitjian] This is my
picture.

Figure 29: Wedding portrait, 1929

[Interviewer 1] Is it your wedding picture?
[Interviewer 1] Where was it taken?
[H. Chitjian] Mexico City.
[Interviewer 1] So why are you sitting and your wife is standing?
[H. Chitjian] That was the custom of the country...
[Interviewer 1] Is this the custom of Kharpert or Mexico?
[H. Chitjian] This was also the custom in Kharpert, but it is the same in Mexico.
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However, at that time... My brother Kerop... The boy that I said I left [in Sako
Malahsee]... He was with me. At the wedding, he drank a few glasses, he got drunk,
and he left [the reception]. We looked for him and where had he fallen sleep? [He had
fallen sleep] in our bedroom, in our bed. We looked around and there was nobody.
After the wedding, we found him in our bed. We took him out and put him in his own
bed and we got in our bed. There is a story for you. 99
[Interviewer 1] [Showing the picture of Mehmet Effendi] Are you familiar with this
picture?
[H. Chitjian] [Looking at the picture]
According to what my wife says...
This man is half Turkish, half
Kurdish. He was going to go to the
army... Remember we said that they
conscripted people into the army
when there was mobilization? They
tried to conscript him [in Malatya]. If
you paid, if you paid a lot of money,
they released you from the army.
This man wanted to be released from
the army... The Armenians were all
slaves there [in his fabric factory]...
They worked for free... He made a lot
of money... He wanted to find
[money]... They called it bedel [waiver
fee]... Someone pays the government
so that they conscript someone else...
Her father... That man [points to
Sarkis Piloyan's picture]... He asked
my wife's father... How much
money... She doesn't know, I don't
know... My wife doesn't know how
much money he gave... How much
money did he give, Ovis?

Figure 30: Mehmet Effendi

[O. Chitjian] Twenty [gold coins].
[H. Chitjian] Twenty? He gave twenty gold coins, which you couldn't make in ten
years. He gave that to this Turk, [a total stranger], so that the Turk would give it to the
government. So he saved his life. [The Turk] opened factories and filled them with
Armenian women. [The factories made] clothing for Turkish soldiers...
Hampartzoum neglected to mention the final part of that story. Kerop had vomited on the
bed of the bride and groom and the newly sewn bedding all handmade by Ovsanna.

99
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[Interviewer 1] Is this your
wife's father?
[H. Chitjian] Yes, that's my
wife's father [pointing at
Sarkis Piloyan's picture]. He
gave money to this man
[pointing to Mehmet Effendi's
picture]. If you want bring it
here so that it can be filmed.
It's worth it.
[O. Chitjian] He saved the
lives of thousands of
Armenians.
[H. Chitjian] Yes, he saved
many Armenians... 100
[Interviewer 1] [Showing
Sarkis Piloyan's picture] So
what is this person's name?
[H. Chitjian] His name is
Sarkis Piloyan [pointing at
photo above the fireplace]. He Figure 31: Sarkis Piloyan
was a Protestant. Through
his Protestant... Once [the Turks] caught him and took him away, but they let him go
because he was a Protestant. That also helped him. This Turk, Mehmet Effendi,
[indistinct] they took him...
[Interviewer 1] What was [Sarkis’] occupation?
[H. Chitjian] He processed leather for making shoes. As you know, they take the cow's
skin and soak it in smakh [chemicals] to soften it and so forth... He didn't do it
himself. He hired workers...
While he saved many Armenians from deportation, they were not paid for their labor but he
made sure they were not killed. Armenians were the ones who were capable of fulfilling the
tasks require in his factory. At the same time, whenever a caravan of Armenians was passing
through Malatya towards Der Zor, he rode his horse to the site and returned back with two
huge bags straddled on both sides of his horse, bags filled with whatever he could confiscate
from the Armenians who were carrying all that they could carry for their potential destination.
100
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[Interviewer 1] When was this picture taken?
[H. Chitjian] You mean that picture?
[Interviewer 1] Yes.
[H. Chitjian] That was taken before he married Ovsanna's mother. He came to
America in 1980 [1880].
[Interviewer 1] In eighteen hundred...
[H. Chitjian] In 1880. He came to American in 1880. When he came to America [ten
years later], his wife died in yergeer [in Chungoosh]. A friend of his told him to go
[back to Malatya] and marry his [friend’s] niece, [Hripsimeh Hovnannian]. He went
back to Malatya and married her mother [pointing to Ovsanna]. So that woman
[Hripsimeh] became her [Ovsanna’s] mother.
[Interviewer 1] OK, Mr. Hampartzoum... If you have anything to add...
[H. Chitjian] What?
[Interviewer 1] We thank you very much. If you have anything to add...
[H. Chitjian] Do I have anything to say? It is a great pleasure for me [to be taped].
I say there [points to poster] "Dream or Reality." If this thing will happen, [if I am
to be heard]... For me... If you give me the whole world it has no value for me...
In the past, I would go here and there... I had to make a few cents so that I could
maintain a household... When we came to America we used to work for 15 hours [a
day]... I bought a grocery store... Later I went into the real estate business and I had
some success. Now... It has been two to three years [since I have retired]... If you give
me the entire Empire State Building I wouldn't take it. 101
[Interviewer 1] What did you feel when these letters first came into your possession?
[H. Chitjian] What did I feel? I felt both sad and happy. Sad because... When I saw
them... I would just look but I would not read them... They will tell you, my daughter
and my wife... They have grown tired... Day and night, of everything... Was it [his past
ordeal] yesterday or today?
We had tomatoes, for example. I bought some tomatoes. The tomato brought
back memories of that blind man, Korr Mamoe... His name was Mamoe. 102 He was
blind. The orchards of the Armenians fell into Turkish hands, right? When they
Hampartzoum began to write his memoires in 1975 and never stopped until his death in
2003. He felt his story must be heard and that the events of 1915 must not be forgotten before
justice is met. One and a half million have been forgotten before their martyrdom was
acknowledged with respect! While frustrated with his feelings of helplessness, Hampartzoum
felt by writing and speaking about the life that he had survived, the cause was not hopeless.
102 See A Hair’s Breadth from Death, Ch. 19, pg. 107.
101
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crushed the Armenians... [Korr Mamoe] had his own [house] but he now also went and
stole... He would take the tomato... In yergeer, tomatoes were big. He would take the
tomato... He would go at night, when it was dark and everyone was asleep. He knew
all the roads. He knew where he was going with his stick. I didn't take him. He would
go on his own. [Sometimes] he would take me. The orchards had [locks], but the keys
were made of wood by hand. He had something that he could open them easily. He
would open the gate and enter. All around the gardens there were fences made of
thorns. You couldn't enter the orchards [otherwise]. You had to enter through the
gate--or at least it was difficult to enter. He had keys for the gates and we would go in.
He would say: "Kuzum." He called me "kuzum." That means "my lamb." He would say:
"Do this to the tomato" [showing a caressing motion with his hand] "See this is half
red. See this is already ripe." He would take one and say: "See this is ripe." He would
take another one and say: "See this is unripe." He couldn’t
see at all.
[Interviewer 1] So did he steal tomatoes?
[H. Chitjian] He [stole] tomatoes. Another story... In
truth, he took very good care of me for a year... Very good,
very good... However, I was afraid that... There were many
Armenians with the Kurds... [I] might be betrayed... If
they found out that I was Armenian I might be killed... So
I ran away with the Kurds [in 1916]. 103
One day... In the house... We call it garas... This big
[showing about a foot diameter with his hands]... Large
[showing about three feet height with his hands]... Gode...
The Armenians call it gode... Do you call it gode or garas?
[Interviewer 1] We call it garas...
[O. Chitjian] Garas...

Figure 32: Garas

[H. Chitjian] You call it garas? Garas... They are this wide
[shows about two feet with his hands] and this tall... Honey... Inside the honey, sweet
butter in pieces this big [describes a lump of about three inches on each side]. This is
butter drawn from yoghurt. Inside [is the honey]... For several weeks, I didn't know
what [else] he had... A few weeks later I saw the garas... I opened the top and I saw
that the butter... It is a lump right? It rises to the top of the honey. I saw that it's
honey. I started eating it with my hands. It was honey. We didn't have much of that in
our house. I started eating. I would go in and have some occasionally. As you eat it,
more of [the butter] surfaces from the bottom. It's full [butter] at the bottom. He had
not just one but two or three garas... One day, while I was eating, he knocked on the
103

See A Hair’s Breadth from Death, Ch. 19, pg. 119.
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door... He had been outside... I would go and eat only when he was out... He knocked
on the door [sooner than expected]... My hands were covered with butter, I mean
honey... What was I going to do? I had to go and open the door... I was delayed... I
didn't know whether I should wipe my hands on my clothes or where... I wiped my
hands like this a little [showing wiping motion on the waist]... I went to open the door.
On the way... The house there... There were columns... There are columns set up
right? It was also [pitch] dark... I groped my way so that I wouldn't hit the columns,
but my hand touched a column. Then I opened the door. He said: "Why were you
late?" I said: "I was inside and I was late." "Fine, you were late..." He started walking.
As he walked, he touched the column and there was honey on his hand. [Takes hand
to his mouth to signal tasting] Therefore, I must have stolen the honey, right? He sat
down and thought for a while. Then he said: "Kuzum, gel buraya." "Come here [my
lamb]." He made me sit next to him. He said: "Look. That honey is yours [plural]. I
have brought it here but I haven't even looked at what's inside. The honey is yours."
He had taken it from the Armenians. "Eat as much as you like. Eat what you want.
[Indistinct]. You are my son. Sen benim kuzumsun. [You are my lamb.] Let me give you
one piece of advice. First, don't steal. I wouldn't steal if I were not blind. Second, don't
lie. Whatever happens, be true, be a man, don't lie."
[Interviewer 1] Why did he steal?
[H. Chitjian] Huh?
[Interviewer 1] Why did he steal?
[H. Chitjian] What did he steal?
[Interviewer 1] Why did he steal if he was telling you not to steal?
[H. Chitjian] He... The houses of the Armenians... The Turks had sealed the Armenian
houses... They had closed the Armenians... They had put papers [an official seal] so
that no one would enter... He would enter them using [pass] keys and so forth... We
would rob the Armenian houses...[at night].
[Interviewer 1] However, he counseled you not to steal...
[H. Chitjian] He counseled me not to steal...
[Interviewer 1] So why did he steal himself?
[H. Chitjian] He said: "I wouldn't steal if I were not blind." He also said: "Don't lie." He
said: "Wherever you go... Not here but if you go somewhere else tomorrow... Wherever
you go, eat garlic for a month. Eat one clove a day for a month, so that you can adapt
to the air and the water." Now, that's true. If you go to Mexico and drink the water, it's
different water. Even if you go from this neighborhood to, say, East Los Angeles, the
water is different. That's how I feel sometimes. It's different water. The same applies to
air. Eat garlic... Eat one or two cloves a day, and you'll get better.
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He also said... Eat garlic... He said: "Sleep in a warm place. Wherever you go, warmth
cannot hurt you. Always keep yourself as warm as you can."
With those words of advice... He [treated me] nicely... I left [his bedside] and went to
[mine]. He was such a good man.
The first days, he [Korr Mamoe] took me to my brothers [at the Mektab]. For a few
days... Then, when I stole, when I ate the honey, he caught me and forgave me. Then
in 1916, I left him and went to the house of the Kurdish woman [in Chalkhadahn]...
The Kurd who made me hide beside his wife 104... [Korr Mamoe said, upon discovering
where I had gone,] "If you come out voluntarily, I will forgive you." I came out
voluntarily, I kissed his hand, and we were friends again... Half an hour later, we were
again [together with Hampartzoum Der Garabedian and the Kurds]…
From the house of that same Hampartzoum... 105 That's when we saw him there... The
other time, in 1939... That one was around 1918... No, yeah, no... It was around 1917
[1915]... When I stole the honey in his [Korr Mamoe’s] house [in 1915]... That
Hampartzoum [indistinct], that was in 1917. It was 1917 [1916] when the Kurds
came... The Kurds came and drove the Turks out [of Perri]... I had not seen
Hampartzoum since 1917... Until 1939, when we went to... [Looking to Ovsanna] Was
it Cleveland ? Where was his house? They were in Philadelphia. We went to
Philadelphia and saw Hampartzoum. We stayed at their house for a week... Ovsanna
should tell you... We have not been treated with as much respect either by her
brother, mother, sister or mine or in any good friend's house...
[Interviewer 1] Would you have liked to return to your village?
[H. Chitjian] Huh?
[Interviewer 1] Would you have liked to return to your village?
[H. Chitjian] No, no... You go there [you crumble into pieces]... 106
[Interviewer 1] Would you go if they returned the land?
[H. Chitjian] And how [laughs]... Even my dead body would go there. If they gave
the land... Of course there is no such hope, but there may be hope for my dead
body... The dead may heal...
[Interviewer 1] Do you think the dead may heal?

See A Hair’s Breadth from Death, Ch. 36, pg. 347.
See A Hair’s Breadth from Death, Ch. 13, pg. 54.
106 Hampartzoum was aware that Perri had been almost completely destroyed from its 1915
form. His brother Mihran made a trip to Perri in 1959. He reported the devastation he
witnessed and experienced!
104
105
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[O. Chitjian] [Laughs]
[H. Chitjian] [Smiles] Before my brother Kaspar died, I went to Armenia... There were
the garases of Yerebuni... I don't know if you've been there... I brought back pieces of
Yerebuni garases... Once we also went somewhere [Museum of Commerce]... They had
made silk [fiberglass] out of stone... They showed us things like that. A writing on it
said "do not touch." I looked around me... Silk out of stone... We had not even heard
about such a thing... They had made silk out of stone... I went and [snitched] 107 a
bunch... I brought that with me. Whenever any of my friends die, I put a piece of
[garas] and the silk [shows a wrapping motion] in his coffin, so that he takes it with
him [gestures to the back]... I had written to my brother Kaspar... You can read it in
the letter one day... Kaspar didn't go to Armenia... I wrote: "Kaspar, you didn't go to
Armenia, but I give you this rock and silk thread of Armenia." As the rock rolled to
Armenia... They get bigger, right? It becomes as big as Mount Ararat and Masis... At
school they named Kaspar Masis. Masis, Mount Ararat, and that rock... That thread
shows you the path to Mount Ararat. When you reach Mount Ararat, the rock will grow
big and become bigger than the mountains. You, Mount Ararat, and Masis should roll
over the Turk. Win and take vengeance when you join our father and the martyrs. They
will like you because you took vengeance. That's [a fable]... They [fathers and
grandfathers] say such things to you, right? It's an impossible thing, right?
[Interviewer 1] It might...
[H. Chitjian] How is it possible? You can put a kernel of wheat here [shows the
top of the table]. You can pray day and night that it will grow, but it will not
grow. Go put it in the soil. Pray day and night that it will not grow, and it will
grow. Right? It's the same thing. 108
[Interviewer 1] Did you write a letter to your brother and put it in his coffin?
[H. Chitjian] Yeah, I wrote a letter and put it in his coffin. One of the priests... It was
Lapajian... What could he say? Clergymen are not worth it but...
[Interviewer 1] Do you still have any of that silk [fiberglass]?
[H. Chitjian] Yeah, I still have some...
[Interviewer 1] Can you show it?
[H. Chitjian] No [laughs]. I can show it perhaps, but I won't give it [away], [laughs].
[Interviewer 1] No, just so that we can tape it.

See A Hair’s Breadth from Death, Ch. 36, pg. 347.
This sentiment was the impetus for the Hampartzoum and Ovsanna Chitjian collection.
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[H. Chitjian] [Laughs] Zaroug... These people have places to go... We talked too
much... Forgive me... [Tape goes dark]
[Tape returns]
[H. Chitjian] [Reading a slip of paper] I wrote this to my daughter.
[Sara Chitjian] [Indistinct]
[H. Chitjian] No, this... "My dear daughter: This small stone silk..." The silk is
supposed to be in here... "And the pieces of Yerebuni garas... Please put them in my
coffin so that I take them with me. A gift from our Armenia..." The silk is supposed to
be in this, but it's not [shrugs]... 109
[O. Chitjian] [Ovsanna appears on tape] What [will happen now?] 110
[Interviewer 1] Fine, thank you. [Indistinct conversation in the background]
[H. Chitjian] Do you know what, Salpi?
[Salpi Ghazarian] Yes, Mr. Hampartzoum...
[H. Chitjian] There are people who do not tell [their stories] to their children... I, on
the other hand, make them grow tired of them... 111
[Salpi Ghazarian] I don't think you tire them... [hugs Hampartzoum] I think that your
daughter and wife are proud [indistinct]
[H. Chitjian] I know, I know, but I bored you...
[Salpi Ghazarian] No. We wouldn't have come if you had bored us. [Hampartzoum
hugs Salpi warmly].
[End of Tape 2]

The remainder of that piece was placed in his coffin alongside the pebbles of tuff rock that
he had gathered in Armenia, so that he too would unite with his father, his family, and his
yergeer.
110 Ovsanna’s final comment referred to the tapes that were taken ten years earlier in 1977 by
UCLA students. During those ten years, they expected to hear about the impact that their oral
histories would make. Finally, it was in the year 2011 when there was a conference at UCLA at
which time various universities world-wide shared the number of tapes they had in their
collections. Some had begun translations in respective languages and that was the extent of
the impact these tapes have made.
111 Hampartzoum’s daughter, Zaruhy, spent her retirement in full-time commitment to
compiling and organizing Hampartzoum’s thoughts and writings into a cohesive collection so
they could be recognized and make an impact on the Armenian community.
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